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Simulation of the development of the Root System and 
associated Microbial Community of Pinus radiata 

by T.N. Brown 

Abstract 

A simulation scheme to model three-dimensional plant root architecture and the location, 
growth and interaction of associated microbial communities has been developed. The scheme 
expands on previous root architecture models by using the mature root system morphology 
observed in the field as a spatial envelope to model the system's temporal development. 
The three-dimensional representation allows a uniquely detailed treatment of the spatial 
development of microbial populations and their interactions with the root system and with 
each other. Root morphology and microbial popUlations are described by different types of 
"node", each node records a position in three-dimensional space and other details specific 
to the feature it represents. For example, "Branch" nodes indicate the start of a higher 
order root, and "Fungal" nodes increase or decrease the level of a fungal population on 
a root's surface. A large number of probability density functions are required to produce 
the list of nodes that describe each root. A four-dimensional matrix is used as a convenient 
abstraction for these functions, the dimensions represent tree type, root order, a "feature" such 
as branching or microbial infection, and an "attribute" such as length or lifespan. Algorithms 
for the generation and manipulation of the node lists are given. Specific implementation 
issues, such as rapid location of roots within the area potentially affected by disease lesion, 
and visualisation of the simulated root system, are also addressed. Validation of models of 
complex, irregular entities such as plant root systems is difficult, some techniques, including 
an objective root distribution index, have been developed and applied in this research. The 
simulation software includes extensions to allow input and editing of observed root system 
architectures to simplify the extraction of relevant parameters from such observations. 

The Pinus radiata / armillaria root-rot pathosystem has been used extensively as a test case 
for the scheme. The spread of the disease armillaria between roots of seedlings and the 
control of that spread by antagonistic strains of the soil fungus genus Trichoderma have been 
successfulIy modelled. Simulated root architectures are consistent with those observed in 
the field, and patterns of fungal spread through simulated stands are very similar to those 
reported in the literature. While this research was initially prompted by the Pinus radiata 
/ armillaria pathosystem, the problems solved, namely representation and manipulation of 
three-dimensional root architecture and root! microbial spatial interaction, are essentially the 
same for most plant root ecosystems. The scheme should be a useful tool for the development 
of biological control programmes, both in formulating an understanding of the dynamics of 
the ecosystem to be modified, and in optimising the timing and position of biological control 
agent application. Further development of the scheme should include a generalised root 
ecosystem description syntax, and a re-implementation of the simulation's internal structure 
in an object oriented language. This should result in a versatile framework for detailed 
simulation of plant root microbial ecosystems. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Plant leaf diseases are usually spread by airborne spores, splash droplets, or insects. As such 

vectors can move rapidly over small to large distances there is little physical restriction on the 

frequency of contact of infectious material with plant surfaces. The critical factors controlling 

disease impact in above ground plant disease systems are host resistance, disease virulence, rate 

of growth and reproduction of the pathogen, and environmental conditions. The dominance 

of such factors is reflected in the models used to characterise such systems, usually sets of 

mathematical equations based on population and epidemiology functions. 

With plant root diseases, however, the frequency of contact between pathogen and host is greatly 

reduced by the intervening soil matrix. Root diseases are usually spread by growth, some have 

vector organisms whose movement is also restricted, and a few have motile spores that can swim 

in moist conditions. The decrease in contact frequency is partly countered by an increase in 

host range; while many foliar pathogens are restricted to a single host species, many soil borne 

plant pathogens are able to attack most members of a ge.nus, or even members of quite separate 

plant groups. But for any specific pathosystem, host / disease contact is still the controlling 

factor. The spatial aspects of the system, which control root contact with infectious material, are 

essentially defined by the morphology of the plant root system. 

Although the development of this simulation was initially inspired by questions raised by the 

Pinus radiata / armillaria root rot pathosystem, the basic simulation problem (three-dimensional 

representation of root and fungal ecosystems) is largely independent of the specific behaviour of 

the species involved. So while the Pinus radiata / armillaria system is used extensively as a test 
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case, the real goal of this work is the specification of a three-dimensional plant-root microbial 

ecosystem simulation scheme, and an initial implementati<:m of the scheme to test its ability to 

realistically simulate plant root ecosystem behaviour. 

Pinus radiata has been the traditional choice for softwood production in New Zealand, and its 

complete dominance of New Zealand's forestry industry is reflected in the global distribution of 

Pinus radiata stocks: Chile 35%, New Zealand 34%, Australia 20%, Spain 7%, Other 4% [63]. 

In 1991, the forestry industry earned New Zealand around $1600M NZ, or 23% of income from 

primary products, New Zealand's main revenue earner [1]. 

One of the major sources of loss to the industry is the fungal root rot armillaria (Figure 1.1), 

which has caused production loss of up to 25% in first rotation plantations on indigenous forest 

sites [52]. Loss for second rotation stands are harder to obtain, as continually improving forest 

management techniques obscure potential returns from immature forests, but an estimate of 

5-10% production loss seems reasonable [41,35]. 

The only effective control measure for the disease in areas of serious infestation is the up-rooting 

and burning of previous rotation root structures before re-planting. Such labour intensive 

treatment is expensive, and cheaper alternatives are needed. Chemicals are generally ineffective 

against the fungus [20], which is well protected by the soil. Biological control may be the 

cheapest and simplest approach, as long as a suitable agent can be found. Prediction of the long 

term success of tree root biological control programmes is severely hampered by the long time 

scales involved, and the physical inaccessibility of the system. Field trials of potential armillaria 

treatments could be expected to take at least 8 years, this being the age by which most trees are 

largely resistant. The excavation and culturing required to monitor the disease's progress is very 

labour intensive. 

Computer simulation avoids time and experimentation constraints. Even if simulation run times 

were several days, feedback is rapid compared to field trials. Simulation also naturally allows 

complex quantitative measurements of the modelled system to be made without any significant 

time / resource input. Providing no major simplifications are made, and acceptable validation 

is achieved, computer simulation of the geometry and development of the root system and 

associated microorganisms offers a technique for rapid and inexpensive assessment of possible 

control and management schemes. 
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For example, the interactions between two of the basic crop management decisions, inter-tree 

spacing and the thinning programme, have a complex effect on armillaria dynamics. Planting 

density is often higher than the desired final crop density, to compensate for various forms 

of mortality, but decreasing the inter-tree spacing may increase the rate of armillaria spread. 

Similarly thinning may either check armillaria by creating gaps between remaining trees, or 

increase armillaria impact by providing large volumes of readily available substrate. A computer 

model, run with various initial stocking densities and thinning schedules, offers a quick and cost 

effective way to balance these effects. 

1.1 Increasing stand productivity 

A versatile model of plant root architecture and ecology has a wide range of possible applications. 

In the case of the Pinus radiata armillaria pathosystem, the potential increase in monetary profit 

from more efficient root rot control could be taken as justification in itself. Alternatively, an 

environmentally based rationale may be used; an example of such was outlined by Libby [38]. 

Taking the proposed preservation of 6000 ha of productive Californian forest as an example, 

he examined the flow on effects of reducing supply in one area increasing demand in another. 

Under a sustainable management programme, the Californian forest's production would drop 

from 11 m3 ha- 1 to 5 m3 ha-1 . This shOltfall would be countered by increased imports from 

neighboring states, which (also under pressure to conserve) would consequently reduce exports 

to the far east, in particular Japan, who would in turn increase imports from the Philippines, 

Madagascar, Malaysia and other developing countries with rainforest reserves. 

Using unavoidably questionable but generally conservative figures, Libby estimated that the loss 

of the 18 000 ha of rainforest required to cover the Californian conservation initiative could 

cost the extinction of some 90 species (across all ecosystem levels including microbes). That 

18 000 ha of rain forest are required to match the production of only 6 000 ha of temperate 

forest is a reflection of the generally poor limber quality of species found in virgin rain forest. If 

the Californian forest is protected completely, the figure becomes 160 species. Clearly flow on 

effects need to be considered when conservation initiatives are promoted. One recent Tasmanian 

preservation action included a NZ $25 000 000 mitigation cost to increase the productivity of 

other areas. 
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Using Libby's figures, increasing the productivity of aPinus radiata plantation by 1 m3 ha -1 yr-1 

conserves 1 species for every 420 hathe increase is applied to. New Zealand has some 1.3 x 106 ha 

of plantation forest; the potential for reducing demands on global native forest ecosystems by 

increasing the productivity of production forestry is clearly considerable. A practical, econom

ically and ecologically sound control strategy for armillaria, a major source of lost production 

in New Zealand's plantations, would have wide ranging benefits. A simulation model of the 

pathosystem could play an important role in the development of such a strategy. 

1.2 The case study system 

1.2.1 Pinus radiata in New Zealand 

Timber has always been one of New Zealand's assets, from the early felling ofthe native forests to 

the present. Although some suggest other timbers should be used in many situations [55], Pinus 

radiata's rapid volume increase and short generation time have made it the dominant species in 

commercial forestry [63]. Forestry is a major export earner for New Zealand, currently export 

earnings in the forestry sector are increasing, and more efficient forest management will probably 

sustain this trend [1,35,2]. 

1.2.2 The root system of P. radiata 

Many authors have studied the root systems of conifers. Lutz, Ely and Little [40] provided a 

comprehensive white pine-root density study, combined with extensive soil profile data. How

ever, as is typical of most subsequent authors' research, their measurements are mostly trench 

wall root intercept frequencies, and are more suited to root biomass estimation than root archi

tecture prediction. Only when the trench passes directly through the centre of the root system do 

these studies give an indication of overall structure, and even then no allowance is made for the 

asymmetry generally present in the rooting patterns of mature trees. A detailed root architecture 

model is important when considering diseases like armillaria which are spread by direct root 

contact. 

There are several contemporary studies for Pinus radiata in New Zealand. Santantonio and San

tantonio [49, 50] examined the effect of thinning on fine root production by Pinus radiata. Data 
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were collected on biomass of fine roots at different depths. The plant's use of photosynthate for 

fine root production that might otherwise be used for increasing log volume is often examined, 

and is often found to represent a significant proportion of a tree's production. In these studies, 

on a healthy site, fine root production represented 4 to 6 percent of total production, which is 

not considered excessive. Where fine root turnover is unusually rapid, due to disease, grazing 

by soil fauna, or poor soil moisture conditions (flooding or drought), the loss of potential wood 

production may be much greater, with figures as high as 67 percent reported [49]. 

Working on biomass partitioning between below and above ground components, Jackson 

and Chittenden [33] measured root parameters of Pinus radiata in an attempt to find strong 

correlations with above ground parameters. Diameter at Breast Height (D.B.H., l.4m above the 

ground) is the most common productivity measurement in the field. They found oven dry weight 

of roots to be related to D.B.H. as follows 

loge(root weight (kg)) = 2.7310ge(D.B.H. (em)) - 5.009 (1.1) 

A result from their work which may be of considerable use to the validation of a root geometry 

simulation is the relationship between mass of a root system component and its length. For 

example, "large root" length in cm was determined to be 1.7 x (dry mass )0.991, and "fine root" 

length in cm was determined to be 851.2 x ( dry mass )0.57, where dry mass is measured in grams 

after oven drying. In its inverse form this relationship could be used to convert root geometry 

estimates to more common biomass data. However there is probably a considerable element of 

site specificity in the parameters of equation 1.1. 

Another common form of root study is the subjective scoring of a root system for attributes such 

as twisting and evenness of distribution. Balneaves and Mare [3] examined these parameters as 

a function of planting technique. They found that careless planting can lead to a weak, bent tap 

root, and a lopsided distribution of horizontal lateral roots that increase the danger of wind-throw. 

Somerville [53] also examined rooting as a cause of wind-throw. Quantitative results were 

produced, essentially looking at root types by depth by treatment. Root types were classified 

as laterals (surface oriented, long, shallow roots), sinkers (vertical roots below the stump and 

branching from laterals) and obliques (roots falling somewhere between the other two classes). 

The treatments were various combinations of shallow and deep ripping. Naturally regenerated 
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trees were found to have the most substantial root systems, and the most resistance to wind 

throw. Root morphology was characterised by dividing the root volume into eight (as opposed 

to the more usual four) sectors, plus a central "core" cylinder. Some measurement, preferably 

quantitative, of root distribution is required if simulated root architectures are to be compared 

with those in the field. 

O'Loughlin and Watson [43] also examined the strength of root systems, more specifically 

the decrease in tensile strength of roots uf various diameters after felling, which determines 

the contribution of roots to slope stability of cleared land. Of great significance to the study 

of Armillaria spp.l (species of the genus Armillaria) distribution in newly planted areas are 

their measurements of decay rates for various diameter classes of root. Roots below 30 mm in 

diameter were found to decay progressively over 30 to 40 months, although extensive rotting at 

14 months may have signalled the displacement of parasitic species like Armillaria spp. by more 

efficient, specialist decomposer species. The stump and larger roots may decay over 25 years or 

more, whether or not they remain viable sources of armillaria is unclear, but given its ability to 

live as a saprophyte, some low level persistence is possible. 

In a study unusual for its precise geometrical data set, Watson and O'Loughlin [62] used sluicing 

techniques to excavate intact root systems of Pinus radiata after 8, 16 and 25 years of growth. 

Detailed drawings were made in plan and elevation of the undisturbed root systems, and these 

were used for determining distributions for branching frequency, angles and other parameters 

used in this research. 

While New Zealand studies invariably examine Pinus radiata, other research deals with a 

variety of species. Carlson et al. [9] looked at surface (running parallel to the ground) and deep 

(approximately vertical) oriented roots in Loblolly pine'. Severing treatments were applied to 

both groups of roots to assess their relative importance in nutrient and water supply. Severing 

first order horizontal lateral roots had the greatest impact, probably because this also removes 

vertical second order sinkers, and greatly reduces the soil volume exploited by the root system. 

The division between horizontal and vertical roots is a characteristic feature of many root systems 

and may form a useful basis for comparing model and field observations. 

IThe form Gellus spp. indicates either members (species) of the genus in general, or a specific, but unidentified 
member of the genus. 
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A key root system study in geometric terms was performed by Henderson et al. [28]. Branching 

and bending information was extracted from detailed records of the positions of all roots for 

excavated Sitka spruce trees. This information was obtained specifically for a root geometry 

simulation [27]. A modified form of Henderson et al.'s work, with parameters derived from 

Watson and O'Loughlin, has been used for this work. 

1.3 The organislDs and their relationships 

Even when taking into account only a small group of organisms, the number of potential 

interactions is considerable (Figure 1.1). The variation in modes of interaction (spatial exclusion, 

resource competition, antibiotic production, direct antagonism, predation), combined with the 

possibility of higher order interactions, makes evaluation of the relative importance of each 

organism difficult. 
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Figure 1.1: The Pinus radiata fungal ecosystem. 

1.3.1 Armillaria spp'. as a pathogen of P. radiata 

8 

Armillaria kills and stunts young (0-8 years) trees by attacking structural roots and the base of 

the trunk, cutting off the root system from the rest of the tree. Direct contact between healthy 

roots and diseased roots, often left over from the previous rotation, is considered to be a major 

path of disease spread. Fungal rhizomorphs2 also carry the fungus between neighbouring roots 

and trees. The timing of contact between healthy and diseased roots, and hence the positions 

of all roots in the soil, are important in determining the impact of the disease. Trees over eight 

years of age are largely resistant [30]. 

Hartig [26] gave a detailed account of disease in conifers caused by Agaricus (Armalaria [sic]) 

2 A rhizomorph is an exploratory colonising structure produced by soil fungi. It is a narrow, root like hyphal 
organ, typically with little or no branching. It may be 3-4 metres in length. 
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melleus. Root rots and resin flux disorders caused by the fungus had previously been attributed 

to crowding in closely planted seedlings. The association of these disorders with tree spacing 

may be an indication of the importance of inter-root and inter-tree proliferation of the disease. 

Armillaria mellea is often used as a general term for a variety of Armillaria species, in New 

Zealand the common species are A. limonea and A. novae-zelandiae, the latter being the most 

virulent pathogen [52]. 

James et al. [34] estimated that root disease centres (areas of total tree mortality) occupied 1 % 

of commercial forest land in seven conifer forests examined in North America. About 13% 

of commercial land had some root disease mortality, and 35% of total annual tree mortality 

was attributed to root disease. The major root pathogen was Armillaria mellea. More directly 

applicable figures were given by MacKenzie [41], who estimated volume loss to Armillaria 

spp. in a wide-spacing, 28 year rotation Pinus radiata stand in New Zealand at 6-13%. Close 

spacings could be subject to even higher losses. 

Patton and Riker [44] induced death in several 7 -to year old conifer species by inoculation 

with Armillaria mellea grown on sterilised root segments. The segments were buried in the soil 

sunounding the tree roots, and infection was by rhizomorph growth. Shaw et al. [11] achieved 

similar results with A. novae-zelandiae and A. limonea inocula and Pinus radiata. 

Armillaria spp. root rot was found to be the most damaging disease of Pinus radiata planted 

on recently cleared indigenous forest sites in New Zealand [52]. There was a direct relationship 

between percentage loss and previous indigenous cover, with a worst case of 27% fatality 

after 2 years on a site previously occupied by Beilschmiedia tawa (Tawa). Assuming a 60% 

reduction could be made in disease impact by stump removal, they found an expenditure of up 

to NZ $150 ha-1 (at contemporary prices) could be justified. 

MacKenzie and Shaw [42] found a distinct clumping of Armillaria spp. induced mortality 

around stumps of Beilschmiedia tawa. They suggested a time dependent radial expansion of 

infection from these centres. Later work by Roth et al. [48] indicated a fixed area of infection 

with an expanding zone of maximum infection rate giving the illusion of disease spread. Pas [61] 

was not able to confirm this, instead a random pattern of mortality was proposed for disease 

patches centred on B. tawa stumps. It was observed that expanding root systems of new trees 

would eventually make contact, possibly giving rise to a radial expansion of diseased area, but 
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that the impact of this would be reduced by resistance to Armillaria spp. increasing with plant 

age. 

All of the above-mentioned studies were for irregularly spaced stumps of indigenous trees in 

first rotation pine plantations. Armillaria's importance in second rotation forests is not yet as 

clear, but while it is generally considered to have slightly less impact than in first rotation stands, 

it remains a major source of plant mortality [30]. 

1.3.2 Trichoderma spp. as a biological control agent for Armillaria spp. 

Fedorov and Bobko [21 J found that Pelliophora gigantea and Pieurotus ostrealus had potential 

for biocontrol of Armillaria mellea, and spread well in pine stands. Mycelium was applied to 

cracks in the bark. P. gigalltea and P. ostreatus are both wood decay fungi, and are able to

"starve out" armillaria by consuming available dead wood more efficiently, while not attacking 

healthy trees. Fedorov and Bobko [20] also found 6 fungicides tested were ineffective, as the 

mycelia and rhizomorphs of Armillaria mellea were inacces~ible to the chemicals. These results 

suggest a fungal biological-control agent may be one of the only viable options for Armillaria 

spp. control. 

More recent and conclusive work in New Zealand has isolated a specific anti-biotic compound, 

6-pentyl-a-pyrone (6PAP), produced by T. hamatum and T. viride [17]. 6PAP has a strong 

suppressive effect on a range of other fungi, including Armillaria novae-zeaiandiae. The 

compound appears to trigger cell lysis. The trichoderma strains involved do not seem to be 

involved in direct parasitism; presumably trichoderma gains a general competitive advantage 

by suppressing other fungi. Initial trials with live trichoderma preparations in Pinus radiata 

plantations have shown a decrease from 22% to 6% armillaria induced mortality [17]. To scale 

this technology up to commercial plantations, and to obtain the maximum benefit, an ecosystem 

model operating at the individual root level would be useful in determining the placement of 

inocula and timing of application giving the maximum cost benefit. 
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1.3.3 Rhizopogon spp. as a symbiont of P. radiata 

The root structures of Pinus spp. and the modifications made to them by mycorrhizal fungi have 

been studied extensively. The distribution of mycorrhizal fungi in long roots of P. sylvestris, as 

indicated by the presence of Hartig net structures, was recorded by Robertson [46]. Even in the 

absence of the familiar forked lateral roots, mycorrhizal hyphae were found in long root tissue, 

so it seems unlikely that mycorrhiza free root systems occur with any significant frequency. 

R. vinicolor applied to Douglas-Fir (Pseudosuga menziesii) was found to increase plantation 

survival and production after two years, although no difference could be observed in the nursery 

[to]. Although indigenous fungi colonised roots after planting out, R. vinicolor persisted in 

existing root structures and colonised those that developed subsequently. 

The establishment of mycorrhizal popUlations in the pine-root system is a complex process. The 

dependence of plants on mycorrhizae, usually for phosphorus, is governed by the nutrient status 

of the soil. However, the microbial ecosystem in place also plays an important role. Garbaye 

and Bowen [23] found microflora of several soils to have both positive and negative (but more 

commonly positive) impacts on mycorrhizae development. Their choice of a sterile soil as the 

control measurement, although obvious, may have influenced the effects observed in favour of 

positive results. While autocJaving may have initially released nutrients into the soil, during the 

4 month duration of the experiment the decreased soil species diversity may have decreased the 

amount and diversity of compounds available. It seems reasonable that a sterile soil, providing 

only very low levels of the various nutrients and co-factors found in a biologically active soil, 

would in itself be a negative effect on mycorrhizal development. 

Assuming significant mycorrhizal development does occur, as is invariably the case in soils 

chosen for forest production, the pattern of development of the fungus over the root system is 

also significant, particularly when viewed in terms of forming a physical barrier to other fungi. 

Robertson [46] examined the pattern of development of various mycorrhizae over the surface of 

active Pinus sylvestris roots. 

Mycorrhizal roots are characterised by "long roots" with "short roots" (often Y shaped branches) 

every few millimetres at their active ends (Figure 1.2). Mycorrhizal hyphae grow out into the 

soil volume to form foraging and reproductive structures. Wong et a1. [64] gave figures for the 

'y 

/ 
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fonnation of mycorrhizal roots in Pinus banksiana. Fine roots were covered by 2-13 layers of 

fungal hyphae, at a density of 280-400 hyphae per millimetre, effectively fonning a dense outer 

layer around the roots. 
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Figure 1.2: Myconhizal colonisation of Pinus spp. roots 

Work on pinus mycorrhizae in New Zealand has concentrated more on distribution of species ;,1 

between geographic regions [13, 15, 16], although a limited amount of research on plant response 

showed Rhizopogon spp, to be the most effective in increasing the rate of Pinus radiata 

development [14]. 

1.3.4 Effect of Trichoderma spp. on P. radiata. 

Although the relationship between non-mycorrhizal, non-antagonistic, rhizosphere fungi and 

plants is often not well characterised, there is some evidence to suggest Trichoderma spp. may 

stimulate P. radiata development in the absence of almillaria .. This could simply be an indication 

of suppression of some other, undetected fungal antagonist of P. radiata, although a more direct 

effect may exist. 
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1.3.5 Interaction of Trichodenna spp. with Rhizopogon spp. 

The relationship between Trichoderma spp. and Rhizopogon spp. has not been studied ex

tensively, as Trichoderma spp. are normally applied as a biological control agent (BCA), and 

Rhizopogon spp., being beneficial symbionts, have not been the subject of biological control 

programmes. Recent trials in New Zealand have indicated that there is no significant adverse 

interaction [29]. 

1.3.6 Interaction of Rhizopogon spp. with Annillaria spp. 

Although Rhizopogon spp. are unlikely to react directly to Armillaria spp., they may play an 

important role. As specialist mycorrhizal fungi, they colonise their host without eliciting any 

significant host resistance response, which gives them an advantage over any fungus that must 

overcome host defence. 

As ectomycorrhizal fungi, Rhizopogon spp. form a potentially quite dense sheath over the active 

roots of the plant, and they often decrease the numbers of exposed "fine" roots the plant produces, 

by replacing the fine roots' function. As active and fine roots are generally the most susceptible 

to attack, Rhizopogon spp. may reduce Armillaria spp. infection simply by physical exclusion. 

However, this form of protection may be more relevant with vascular wilts, or bacterial diseases; 

Stanosz and Patton [54] found rhizomorph penetration in heavy structural roots of aspen suckers; 

such roots are non-mycorrhizal. 

1.4 Current status of the armillaria pathosystem 

The following are some of the questions raised by Hood [30] concerning armillaria root rot 

management: 

1. How does inoculum enter and develop in a stand? 

2. Does chronic infection originate predominantly from previous crop inoculum, from new 

inoculum introduced at the beginning of the rotation period, or from inoculum entering 

through thinning stumps? 
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3. How important is pine to pine spread of infection? 

4. How intensively, and when, should a severely infected stand be thinned to avoid losing 

final-crop trees? 

5. Does thinning increase the level of chronic disease by producing new inoculum through 

spore formation, and by furnishing existing inoculum with an additional food substrate? 

6. If so, is stump size, and thereFore timing of thinning important? 

7. Or does thinning ensure greater vigour and perhaps improved resistance for final crop 

trees (not forgetting that more vigorous root systems may enhance the chances of chronic 

infection through increased root contact with inoculum - (Shaw et al. [11])? 

8. What is the effect of pruning? 

9. When should infected stands be harvested? 

10. What is the effect of current management on the level of Armillaria in future stands? 

11. Will the disease continue to build up on new sites, with more extensive early mortality? 

12. How widespread are stands with chronic infection, and how evenly distributed is within

stand infection? 

13. When in the rotation is the best time to apply control or management measures? 

As an increasing number of exotic forests mature, and second rotation forests are becoming 

more numerous, Armillaria spp. continues to cause high rates of mortality in young trees, and 

hence to be a major factor in stocking density decisions. 

1.5 The root system structure 

The modelling of the growth pattern of the root system is a major step in the overall simulation. 

Although a plant root system may appear largely unstructured, root growth can be considered 

as a structured process, whose random appearance can be attributed largely to its typically 

heterogeneous soil environment [27]. All root systems can be viewed as a hierarchy of different 

orders of roots, where the first o~der roots originate from the base onhe trunk and branch 
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to give rise to second order roots which branch to give rise to third order roots (Figure 1.3). 

Figure 1.4 shows a 2 year Pinus radiata root system excavated without displacement, exhibiting 

the characteristic division between horizontal and vertical roots. In Figure 1.5 the root system 

has been pulled from the soil by a winch. Longer roots of less than 5 mm diameter are missing, 

but the overall structure is apparent. The background of these trees is outlined in section 4.3. 

Elevation 

1 1 
Fungal 1" 
lesion 

Plan 

Figure 1.3: Root system structure. 
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Figure 1.4: lWo year old PillllS ratiiata root system ill situ. 
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Figure 1.5: 2 year old Pinus rat/iata root system. 

'lYpically first order (1 0) roots will be thick woody structures and fulfil a structural support role 

as well as facilitating nutrient transport. Higher order roots, particularly third order and above, 

may be more physiologically active and involved in nutrient uptake. Pinus radiata first order 

roots may be divided into vertically oriented roots directly below the trunk, which are involved 

in water uptake and support, and horizontally oriented roots that distribute the higher order root 

system components over a larger area for nutrient uptake. Vertically oriented second order roots, 

called sinkers, may also be present. 

Recent research and review of the armillaria problem has highlighted many unanswered ques

tions concerning effective management practices. Hood's 1301 summary found the effects of 

many forest management practices (thinning, spacing, planting time) on armillaria were largely 

unknown. A computer simulation of the growth of seedling root systems wou ld be a signif-
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icant step towards a better understanding of this important disease. Such a simulation would 

encompass seedling root system development, population dynamics of relevant fungi, and the 

process of decay in the root system and stumps of the previous crop, which is believed to be 

the primary source of armillaria infection. A computer model allows many scenarios to be 

evaluated in a fraction of the time required for field trials. A fully configured model may be able 

to answer in one or two weeks questions that would require field trials running for many years. 

Even if parameterisation time is required, model results should be available in months rather 

than years. Of course, there will always be problems models cannot answer, usually because of 

poorly characterised mechanisms, and model output can only be used with confidence if solid 

validation results are achieved. 
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1.6 Objectives 

The objectives of this research are given below: 

1. To develop a computer simulation of spatial distribution of root by class (root hairs, fine 

roots, structural roots, mycorrhizae) for Pinus radiata seedlings. 

2. To validate the model using available field data. 

3. To define the space resource available to members of the microbial community, using the 

simulation. 

4. To simulate the development and distribution of Armillaria spp., Trichoderma spp., and 

Rhizopogon spp. population in the soil surrounding Pinus radiata seedlings. 

5. To validate the simulation using existing stand loss and disease distribution data. 

6. To examine optimal strategies for seedling production and establishment in terms of these 

fungi, using the simulation model. 

Chapter 2 lists the feMmes required in a model of the Pinus radiata / armillaria pathosystem, and 

examines some existing models of plant root structure. Chapter 3 then develops the structure of 

the simulation model presented here. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 consider the collection of the required 

parameters, some implementation details, and possible approaches to validation. In chapter 7 the )( 

simulation's responses to thinning, disease spread and biological control scenarios are examined. 

Chapters 8 and 9 look at the simulation's performance and its possible future development and 

application. 



Chapter 2 

Model requirements and Existing 
Models 

2.1 Flexibility 

While the work described here was prompted by questions raised by the Pinus radlata / armillaria 

pathosystem (section 1.4), the simulation problem, the representation of a multiple order root 

architecture and the fungal populations associated with it, is common to most root disease and 

root ecolog~systl~ms. Hence any modelling system developed to examine a speci fic pathosystem 

from the root architecture perspective should ideally be easily reconfigured to simulate other 

plant and fungal species. Such flexibility suggests the need for the description of the root 

architecture to be isolated from the rest of the simulation's implementation. 

The overall objective of this work is not so much to answer specific questions about a specific root 

ecosystem, but to develop a simulation modelling system that can represent some of the diverse 

structures and relationships found in root ecosystems.' Specific examples of the ecosystem 

components are examined in the following section. There are three levels at which flexibility 

may be considered. Firstly there are straight forward parameterisation values such as elongation 

rates and Iifespans. Secondly there are variations in the "behaviour" of some parts of the 

ecosystem, for example some root systems are insensitive to their position relative to the stem, 

while others may branch more profusely within the area directly below the foliage. In such a 

case, when configuring a model it may sometimes be sufficient to define second order roots as 

branching on averagc 4.8timcs, while in another case second order roots may branch on average 

2() 
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4.8 times if the root in question is within 1.2 m of the stem, or 2.1 times otherwise. Thirdly 

there is the ease with which a model may be adapted to address problems other than those for 

which it was originally designed. For example, some fungal pathosystems include mobile soil 

invertebrates as important disease vectors. The ability to model the movement of these entities 

through the simulated system may be important in such cases. 

The first level of flexibility, the adjustment of simple numeric parameters, is required in almost 

all models, and poses no implementation problems. The second level, parameter dependence 

on other system elements, is more difficult to achieve if the simulation is to remain reasonably 

simple and accessible to a wide range of users. However, increasing complexity to increase 

capability is usually justified, as long as the rate of return (of capability for complexity) is 

satisfactory. The third level, completely new fields of model application, will usually require 

a significant degree of familiarity with a model's implementation. Even so, a model intended 

for wide ranging applications should be designed to allow the addition of new features without 

major revision of the basic internal structure. 

2.2 Investigation of diverse environmental factors 

2.2.1 Root Architecture 

Root architecture is generally an independent variable, or model input, in the armillaria pathosys

tem (although armillaria induced root death can modify root distribution). However, the com

plexity of root structure means that its representation is a major part of the modelling exercise. 

The rate of armillaria spread between trees, and the rate at which seedlings encounter diseased 

material (stumps etc.), is governed by the number, length and growth rate of first order lateral 

roots in particular. The persistence of armillaria in the soil and the distribution of rhizomorph 

initiation sites is determined by the spatial arrangement of the thicker, more persistent, lower 

order sections of the root system. 

2.2.2 Root physiological status 

Any detaiied model of root-fungi interaction must take into account the physiological state of 

the roots. This effectively imposes an "age structure" on the root population, in addition to 
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the differences between root orders. As with any population model for individuals with age 

dependent behaviour, the influence of random and historic events on the distribution of age 

groups forces the introduction of at least some simulation, as opposed to purely mathematical, 

techniques to the model. In this case, root growth has been divided into the following stages: 

Pre-emergent, Growing, Mature, Senescent, Dead, and Decayed. The effects of physiological 

age are discussed in section 3.5. 

2.2.3 Fungal popUlations 

Unlike above ground plant disease models, where spore mobility and foliage homogeneity allow 

fungi and hosts to be modelled by I-dimensional population values, realistic modelling of below 

ground microbial populations often requires that the spatial component be taken into account. 

Many micro-organisms are able to enter states of near stasis in unfavourable locations, so the 

existence of viable material in cultured samples may not indicate that a species is active in the 

ecosystem. The dependence of microbial population density on distance from the root surface and 

the limited dispersion rate of infective material invalidates many simple growth equations. Even 

with excess nntrient availability, rhizosphere fungi are restricted, to a greater or lesser degree, to 

growth along the root snrface, and so cannot achieve exponential population increase. To further 

complicate the population dynamics, the limiting space resource fluctuates in an essentially 

stochastic, step-wise manner, as expanding fungal populations encounter uncolonised roots, 

either because of the close approach of one root to another, or the action of exploratory hyphae. 

In the armillaria pathosystem test case, dedicated mycorrhizal Rhizopogon spp. are closely 

associated with the root surface, although nutrient scavenging hyphae increase the chance of 

locating new roots. Generally mycorrhizae grow with the' host plant; the tightly integrated nature 

of the symbiosis essentially creates a new, hybrid, organism. Weakly saprophytic armillaria is 

less rigidly restricted to the root surface zone, but it is still dependent on access to roots for 

much of its life cycle. The rhizomorphs armillaria produces are a specialised, although random, 

resource location device. Finally, Trichoderma spp. are true soil fungi, with no direct bond to 

the root surface. Clearly at least three distinct population dynamics must be modelled for this 

pathosystem. 
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2.2.4 Armillaria induced mortality 

The impact of armillaria infection is dependent on the age of the tree affected. Most mortality 

occurs within the first 8 years, and trees over 15 years old are generally at risk only when armillaria 

inocula levels are high and environmental conditions favour the fungus. Mild infections of only 

a small proportion of a tree's roots may retard growth and lead to uneven stand development, 

which detracts from the economic value of the harvest. Most production forests are planted 

at higher densities than that intended for their final, mature harvest. The initial density often 

takes into account expected rates of tree loss to disease, as well as planned thinning events. But 

because armillaria spreads by inter-tree contact, adjusting the initial planting density alters the 

dynamics of the disease for which the adjustment was intended to compensate. For example, 

increasing the stocking density to allow for an expected loss rate may result in an even greater 

loss rate, as inter-tree root contact is increased. 

2.2.5 Root and fungal interaction 

The obvious prerequisite to interaction between fungal populations is physical contact, or at least 

close proximity. This can be modelled on a probability basis, but the outcome of the interaction 

depends on more than simply whether or not contact occurs. In the case of armillaria, the success 

of an attack on a root depends on size of and distance to the resource base of the attacking fungus 

[24]. A rhizomorph or inter-root contact originating from a nearby site of extensive armillaria 

infection is more likely to slIcceed than one originating from a distant lesion or small amollnt of 

substrate. 

Similarly the outcome of contact between disease and biocontrol species depends 011 the vigourof 

the two hyphal populations. The method chosen for biocontrol introduction to the ecosystem may 

also complicate contact probability. As a hypothetical example, consider a biocontrol treatment 

known to reduce overall armillaria inocula levels by 70%. If the critical inocula level, at which 

the plant is able to resist the pathogen, is 50% of the initial level, then it is possible that what 

looks like a reduction to a sub-critical level may not in fact represent a successfully controlled 

situation when alternative spatial distributions of the reduction are considered (Figure 2.1). This 

suggests a need to consider the spatial arrangement of the root system. 
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Figure 2.1: Spatial distribution of inocula reduction, in both cases the overall reduction is 70%. 

2.2.6 Thinning 

The sudden introduction of dead roots to the system has a marked effect on disease dynamics. 

Some pathogens, like the moderately saprophytic armillaria, are favoured by the sudden decrease 

in the roots' resistance to attack. However, it does not follow with certainty that thinning will 

worsen armillaria infection; some studies suggest the rapid consumption and growth that occurs 

is less damaging overall than a prolonged, lower level of activity. Other pathogens, less able to 

compete with dedicated saprophytes, may be rapidly excluded from the dead substrate. 

2.2.7 Ground topography 

The soil volume within which a tree root system exists is Ilot necessarily bounded by a horizontal 

plane at ground level. The tree may be growing on a sloping hillside, or, in many production 

forestry situations, on or between mounds and furrows of soil and slash material created by 

the harvesting of the previous crop. Therefore, a spatially oriented simulation of tree root 

architecture should be able to represent the shape of the ground surface. Henderson et ai. [27] 

modelled root architecture in raised mounds, and adjusted a root's direction of growth to run 

parallel to the ground surface, whenever a root would otherwise have passed through the surface. 
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2.3 Model requirements - Summary 

To satisfactorily model root form and function, fungal populations, plant / fungal interaction, 

and the effects of forest management and locality, the simulation developed must be able to 

model root system morphology and physiology, microbial populations' state and location, the 

interaction of plants and microbes, and the impact on the system of discrete, possibly random 

events, such as root contacts, thinning and biocontrol applications. 

2.4 Frameworks for spatial models of root ecosystems 

There a two possible frameworks for spatial models of root ecosystems; either simulation of root 

growth physiology, or characterisation of root system morphology. There are also two ways to 

implement a spatial model of a root ecosystem; either as a data structure defining the shape and 

position of each individual root, or as some density function that gives a probability of a certain 

type of root occurring in a certain volume of soil. Figure 2.2 illustrates the relationships between 

these approaches, and places some existing models in this framework. Note that the number of 

models placed in each category in no way renects the relative importance or popularity of each 

category. 

Root (tip) growth physiology based Root morphology characterisation 

Root oriented geometric representations 
I 

Diggle [19) 
Lungly [39 Bloomberg [5,6) 

Reynolds (45) 

Henderson [27,28) 

Brown [Ihis work) 

. Wu(65) 

Root density models 

Schlicler [51) 

Figure 2.2: Frameworks for spatial models of root ecosystems. 
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2.4.1 Root growth physiology models 

The physiology and control of root tip growth have been extensively studied. The elongation of 

the root tip is directed largely by chemical signals, although the exact course of the root through 

the soil is determined by the physical propelties of the soil, such as bulk density and particle 

size. Tracking the progress and branching of root tips allows a three dimensional map of a 

root system to be created over the duration of a simulation. Lungley [39] used this approach to 

examine cereal development, and found that the interaction between elongation and branching 

patterns may allow a flexibility of plant response to soil treatments. Bloomberg [6] extended 

this technique to simulate the spread of a root rot fungus through the soil and roots in a Douglas 

Fir nursery. 

Bloomberg's [5,6] simulation model, which recorded the state of every root with respect to time, 

required the estimation, mostly by laboratory pot trials, of over 25 parameters for 10 different 

aspects of seedling growth such as germination rate and heatsum I growth relationships for the 

first 180 days of seedling development. Each 5 day iteration period added new roots to the 

system from germinating seeds, and extended ex isting first order roots. Second order roots were 

added at regular intervals along the first order roots. The positions of all roots within a three 

dimensional lattice were recorded, allowing the spread of disease from root to root and from 

spores randomly positioned in the lattice to be simulated. Final mortality rates agreed well 

with figures from the field; the model was within 10%-30% for a range of indices, including 

proportion of root length infected and number of infected seedlings I roots. 

2.4.2 Root morphology characterisation 

Measurements taken from excavated root systems have been used to produce computer generated 

root systems. Wu [65] used the roots diameter to predict its behaviour, while Henderson [28] 

included the number of primary roots, their length, the frequency of bends and branches along 

their length and similar parameters for higher order roots as primary variables. 

Henderson's simulation took the form of a "geometric construction" of a Sitka spruce root 

system. For example: 



Given n 10 roots (where N° indicates a root of order N, see Figure 1.1) 

27ri 
(h = -+Rl 

n 

Ol initial azimuth for 10 roots, radians 

Rl random variable from the normal distribution N(O, 0.11) 

initial angle for 10 roots, radians 

random variate from the uniform distribution U( -7r, 57r) 
18 18 

Ll the length of a 1 ° root, em 

H3 random variate from U(O, 65) 

b branches per root 

R4 random variate from the Poisson distribution, >. = ko * Lp 

ko constant for each order 

Lp parent root length, em 

l iLp R 
i= -+ 5 

b 

li position of i'th branch, cm 

R5 ra.ndom variate from N(O, 0.0067) 

27 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The number and position of bends were controlled in the same way as the branches. Changes in 

the roots angle and azimuth at branch and bend points were determined by a similar collection 

of distributions and parameters. 
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A major feature of Henderson's work was the application of heuristic mles to the geometric 

construction. For example successive changes in azimuth at bends had alternating sjgns, insuring 

the root grew away from the tmnk and did not loop back as a result of 2 or 3 turns to the same 

side. Wu's and Henderson's computer generated stmctures provide a representation of a root 

system at one moment in time, and do not require growth rate information. 

2.4.3 Root Oriented Geometric Representations (ROGRs) 

The root geometry models used by Lungley [39] Reynolds et al. [45], Henderson et al. [28,27], 

and Diggle [19] allow almost any parameter to be incorporated in the model, but require 

considerable computing resource when the number of seedlings or root elements in the simulation 

is high. In these stmctural simulations, the position in three dimensional space of each root or 

segment of root is recorded. Roots can be regarded as lines, cylinders, or tapered cylinders, 

and their areas of influence and points of intersection calculated. Curving could be represented 

in a number of ways (arcs, splines, high numbers of line segments), but one or more distinct, 

instantaneous changes in direction are probably the most computationally straight forward, 

without sacrificing any significant degree of realism. Fungal mycelium can be viewed both 

as an attribute of the roots themselves (infected, ectomycorrhizal) and as distinct branching 

stmctures (exploratory hyphae, rhizomorphs). Additionally, stationary fungal inoculum, such as 

sclerotia and basidiospores, may be regarded as points 01' spheres, with which elongating roots 

can interact. 

2.4.4 Root Density Models (RDMs) 

The probability distribution approach is less computer-resource intensive, but requires more 

assumptions about the behaviour of organisms in the soil. A major advantage is the suitability of 

many existing data sets, usually collected for biomass studies, for parameter estimation in these 

models. 

Any point in the soil below a seedling can be identified by an angle of declination and a distance 

from the stem, if the cross section is assumed to be uniform for all rotations. The existence of 

some prevailing direction 01' soil-water now, or previous soil disturbances that confer some form 

of alignment to the soil structure, may weaken this assumption, but their effect is unlikely to be 
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major. This approach would allow the distribution of different classes of root to be described by 

functions of angle and distance, so the probability of encountering a root of a certain class at a 

specific point could be calculated. 

However, development of the above mentioned functions is a major exercise in itself. The choice 

between geometry or density approach has been weighed carefully (Table 2.1). Initially it was 

considered possible that a combination of the two methods would be useful, with geometric 

models simulating root contact events, and probability functions modelling, for example, free 

soil fungal populations. In practice the level of realism imposed by the geometric sub-models 

discourages more superficial techniques, and once the basic framework for a spatial simulation 

has been laid, there is litlle reason not to usc the approach for the entire system. 

Theoretical 
formulation 

Computer 
implement
ation 

Simulation 
run time 

Validation 

Flexibility 

Root oriented geometric Root density models 
representations 

Clear cut mechanistic approach 
does not require too many 
assumptions 

Relatively small set of well de
fined problems 

Possibly significant, even allow
ing for efficient coding and rea
sonably fast hardware 

A reasonable level of confidence 
should be possible 

Very flexible 

Considerable development re
quired to ensure chosen distribu
tions provide an accurate model 
of population interactions 

Dependent on range and diver
sity of sub-models developed, al
though not necessarily more time 
consuming than the geometry 
approach 

Should not be excessive, allowing 
for more parameter manipUlation. 

Individual parameters may have 
greater effects, which is not nec
essarily desirable 

May be limited 

Table 2.1: Comparison of geometric and densi ty approaches. 
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2.5 Existing root growth simulations 

Root growth simulations have been used to examine many aspects of plant production dependent 

on the root system. Lungley [39] considered the effects of delaying application of a fertiliser 

supplying a vital nutrient on cereal-crop root-system structure, and found that the relationship 

between branching and elongation may damp the effects of such treatments. Schlicter et a1. [51] 

tested the sensitivity of water-uptake models (used to estimate total transpiration in a stand) to 

changes in fine root parameters to assess these models in view of the difficulties associated with 

making these measurements. They found that quantity and distribution of these roots played 

an important role in these models, and stressed the importance of realistic measurements. Kurz 

and Kimmins 137], who examined the problems associated with distinguishing live and dead 

fine roots, emphasized the importance of accurate figures for fine root dynamics. Simulating 

the effect of different sampling strategies for known fine root turnover rates, they found that 

failure to observe simultaneous mortality and production of fine roots could result in over or 

underestimation of fine root resource allocation by 15 percent. 

2.5.1 Douglas Fir root architecture model for a single fungal species 

Bloomberg [5, 6] and Reynolds et al. [45] simulated the spread of Fusarium oxysporum in 

Douglas and Fraser Fir nurseries by treating the roots of individual seedlings as groups of 

cylinders in three dimensional space. The axis of elongation of these simulated roots was tested 

for intersection with propagules positioned randomly in the lattice. The expansion of lesions on 

the root surfaces resulting from these intersections, and the subsequent root to root transfer of 

infection when roots intersected each other was used t.o estimate disease spread. Both studies 

achieved reasonable success, given the highly random nature of the system they simulated. 

Data for the distribution and elongation rates for the root cylinders and for the extension rates of 

lesions on the root surface were collected from pot trials. Validation by comparison with field 

trials was reasonable allowing for unforeseen surface flooding in some trials [45]. 
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2.5.2 Simulation of cereal root system architecture 

Diggle [19] produced realistic 3-dimensional models of cereal-crop root systems by treating each 

root tip as a moving particle. The tips' paths through the soil were tracked, and used to build 

up lists of points describing the shape of each root. The approach readily allows the simulation 

of root growth response to such things as soil layers, soil particle size, and zones of higher 

or lower nutrient concentration. System characteristics that are only obvious at larger scales 

(lateral/vertical relationships, sinkers etc.) may be more difficult to produce, although a system 

incorporating different over-riding traits in the behaviour of different tips should cope with most 

patterns. The approach is probably more ideally suited to the intricate fine-root systems of 

smaller plants than to the largely structural layouts encountered in tree root systems. 

2.5.3 Root density approach 

Schlicter et at. [51] and Kurz and Kimmins l37] have used the type of data set shown in 

Figure 2.3. Note that only type (b) gives information for lateral spread of the root system, 

although type (a) may often be derived from a series of soil cores taken at increasing distances 

from the stem. Schlicter r511 used 5 spatial distribution patterns to examine effects on water 

uptake models, ranging from very rapid attenuation with depth, giving a shallow root system, 

to no attenuation, giving a hypothetical uniform cylindrical distribution. When water uptake 

potential was considered, the shape of the root system was shown to be most significant for low 

root densities. 

~ 
Q> 

o 

I I I I I I I I II I I 1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITn 
Roots per 5cm square Distance from stem 

I 50 \': ~g roots per 5 cm square 

Figure 2.3: Root density data sets. 
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2.5.4 Length/branching ratios for canopy model 

Charles-Edwards, Doley and Rimmington [12] define branching ratio and length ratio (O"b and 

0"/) for above ground plant structure: 

number of branches on a branch of order 0 = Nb = 10glO(O"bO) (2.6) 

mean length of a branch of order 0 = Lb = 10g_1O( 0"10) (2.7) 

However these equations were applied to above ground plant structure. The environment of 

the canopy is heterogeneous only in terms of prevailing wind, shading by adjacent trees, and 

sun angle. A reasonably regular and well balanced structure can be expected, and plantation 

trees are generally very similar above ground. But below ground, many factors cause variation 

between root systems. Initial planting may orient all the roots in a certain direction, an effect the 

tree never recovers from [57, 58, 59]; and rocks, compacted and loose soil pockets, other root 

systems, moisture gradients and pathogens contribute to an irregular root system structure. 

2.5.5 Discrete, stochastic vs. continuolls models 

Stewart et al. [56] proposed the use of discrete event simulation for modelling of animal pop

ulations subject to a regulated hunting season. Stewart et al. considers a simulation tracking 

the life history of each animal and its interaction with hunters and other animals to provide a 

more flexible and reliable model of this relatively complex system. While traditional differential 

equation techniques provide realistic solutions for many simple systems, Stewart et al. suggests 

more complex systems governed by chance interactions bctwecn individuals, as opposed to 

continuous growth processes, are better represented by stochastic, discrete event simulations. 

Given that the outcome of disease / root encounters is determined by the history and status of 

the individuals involved, and that these encounters are infrequent, stochastic events, it seems 

reasonable that plant root / fungal interactions may also be modelled realistically by a simulation 

that models the development of individual roots and fungal populations. 



Chapter 3 

Model Development 

3.1 Spatial envelope for temporal development 

The physiological growth models of Lungley [39] and Bloomberg [5, 6] are probably the most 

rigorous method for root system simulation, but they require a large number of parameters to 

be estimated. Also, in the case of a study that covers the complete lifespan of the tree, not 

only the parameters, but also the underlying physiological models would need to be changed 

at various stages during the simulation. The geometric construction models of Wu [65] and 

Henderson [27] give a view of the root system at a specific stage of growth, but are not intended 

to model temporal development. 

The technique developed here combines the two approaches of root growth simulation [5, 6,39] 

and geometric construction [28, 27, 65]. The path of the expanding root system is defined by the 

pre-generated envelope created by geometric construction, and the extent to which the envelope 

has been filled, or the length to which the roots have gro~n, is defined by available growth rate 

data. Higher order sections of the root system complete their cycles of growth many times in 

the period required for the lower order roots to reach their full size. Fine roots may grow and 

die from a thicker parent root continuously throughout the parent root's lifespan. 

The combined approach allows tree development to be si mulated over a long period of time with

out constant revision of physiological sub-models, while still providing the temporal information 

necessary to predict microbial communities' impact on the tree. 

33 
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The extension rate of the root is all that is required to model the root's growth, and the pre-defined 

envelope ensures the root's shape will be that predicted by the root architecture sub-model. 

3.2 Root architecture - static components 

3.2.1 Nodes 

A root system is considered to be set of nodes in a hierarchical list structure. Each node (or 

list entry) occurs somewhere along a simulated root, and has a position in 3-dimensional space 

(an x, y, z coordinate). A node may indicate branching, bending, or a change in a root's fungal 

status. All "features" of a root must be represented by a node. The internode, therefore, is 

a homogeneous length of root running from one node to the next. The internode's order and 

location are defined by the sum effect of all the nodes occurring before the internode, tracing the 

lists of nodes from the first ("root collar") node. 

The types of node defined in the model are: 

1. A "Bend" node is simply a point in space through which the root passes. 

2. A "New Root" (or branch) node marks a new root header, the beginning of a new root of 

the next higher order. 

3. A "Fungi" node represents a change in the fungal status (mycorrhizal, infected) of the 

root. A pair of such nodes could define a fungal lesion covering a certain length of the 

root. Moving the nodes up and down the root would allow the lesion to expand or contract. 

When the mobile nodes passed "Bend" and "New .Root" nodes their position in the node list 

would change. Passing a "New Root" node would indicate the possibility of an infection 

spreading onto that new root. 

4. A "Root End" node defines the posit ion of the end of the root when fully grown. 

5. A "Current End" node, which is invariably positioned on a line between two other nodes, 

indicates the current position of the root tip. The root growth procedure slides this node 

along the root's internodes to simulate the root's growth. The Current End node coincides 

with the Root End node when the root is fully grown. 
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All node types record a fixed co-ordinate in space, so the root can change direction at any node. 

This allows a change in direction of the root at a "New Root" node without the need for a "Bend" 

node. Between each node the root is a straight line. The translation from the physical root 

system to the list structure is shown in Figure 3.1. The "amount", "level" or "density" of fungal 

infection used by the model (as represented by the Fungal nodes in Figure 3.1) may be in any 

appropriate unit, fungal mass / root mass, hyphallength / root surface area, etc. The value is 

intended to represent the vigour of the fungal lesion, so an ideal unit would be active fungal 

cytoplasm / root mass. 

BN2 
BN1 , 

Root 1 

FNO 

FN1 

EN2~ L--__ - Root 2 

EN1 

Root 1 Root 2 Root 3 
BNO Root Start 
BNl Branch point BNl Root Start 
BN2 Branch point FNO Fungal increase BN2 Root Start 
ENO Root end FNI Fungal decrease PNO Root bend 

ENI Root end EN2 Root end 

Figure 3.1: Translation from physical root system to list representation. 

Root position 

It is convenient to define the term "root position" to refer to the I-dimensional coordinate system 

identifying a node's position on a root. This may be normalised (0 .. 1), or in the range 0 .. 1, where 

1 is the length of the root. The proximal end of the root is taken as the root position origin. 
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All nodes possess a root position coordinate, with the node representing the end of the root 

occurring at t. 

Direction 

The notation of Henderson et al. [27] is used to describe the direction in which a root is growing. 

''Azimuth'' refers to the horizontal, or compass direction, while "angle" refers to the deviation 

from the horizontal. (Figure 3.2). 

~------------------ .. , ", , 

, , , , , 
' .... .. -' ........ , ...... -' ...... -, ........ ' , , , '" , 

, , , '" , 
,_ .... oJ_ .... oJ_ ........ _ ........ _ .... -' 

* azimuth 

angle 

r 

arctan (6.y/ 6.x) 

arctan (6.z / r) 

V 6.x 2 + 6.y2 

(*see section 5.11 for calculation) 

Figure 3.2: Angle / azimuth notation for the shaded internode's direction of travel. The triangle 
ABC is in the horizontal plane, the line segment CD is vertical and below the plane of ABC. 
The root intersects the plane at A then descends to D . 

3.2.2 Records - information packets 

Because of the large number of variables required 10 describe a root system, the concept of "sets" 

of related variables is useful. The term "record" is adopted for this purpose. The following 

records are used in the models representation of the root system. 
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Stem record There is one stem record for each tree. A stem record may include the following 

values: 

x,Y,z 

type 

The coordinates of the tree within the stand. 

The type of tree, in the armillaria pathosystem considered here, this will 

invariably be Pinus radiata. 

rooto The root record (see below) for this tree's main root, or root collar. 

time The time (relative to simulation time 0) at which the tree was planted. 

age The physiological age of the tree at planting. 

Root record There is one root record for each root. The root record contains information that 

applies to the whole root. A root record may include the following values. 

x,Y,z 

lengthc 

length! 

phase 

timec 

timep 

p(l1'enl 

nodeo 

The coordinates of the start (proximal end) of the root. 

The current length of the root. 

The final length of the root when mature. 

Current physiological growth phase of this root (see section 3.5). 

Time at which this root was created. 

Time at which this root advances to the next physiological growth phase. 

The root (record) from which this root originated. 

The first node record (see below) for this root. 

Node record A node record may include the following values. 

x,Y,z 

position 

type 

1'00t 

next 

The coordinates of the node. 

The root position of the node on its root (see section 3.2.1). 

The type of node, this determines what the node represents, it may be the 

end of the root, the beginning or end of a fungal lesion, a branch point 

to a higher order root, or simply a node to indicate (via its coordinates) 

the shape of the root (see section 3.2.1). 

If the node indicates a branch point, the record will include a reference 

to the root (record) for the new root. 

If the node indicates a rungallesion, it will also indicate which type of 

fungus is involved, 

lfthe node indicates a fungal lesion, it will also indicate by what amount 

the fungal infection increases or decreases at this node. 

The next node on this root, unless this node marks the end of the node. 
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3.2.3 Root diameter 

The representation of root diameter is also possible. A diameter could be specified for the 

beginning of each root, and a tapering function used to model specific diameter at any point 

along the root. If greater flexibility were required, a diameter could be specified at each 

node, and a tapering function used only between one node and the next. In the application of 

the method to the Pinus radiata I armillaria pathosystem, no direct root diameter estimate is 

required. Root diameter is largely insignificant when compared to inter-tree distances, and is 

incorporated indirectly, but adequately, by the "radius of infectivity" value used in the modelling 

of cross-infection events. 

3.3 Root architecture - dynamic model processing 

3.3.1 Status record 

In most of the various analyses performed by the simulation, information in addition to that 

supplied by the "static" stem, root and node records described in section 3.2.2 is required. 

As each internode of each root is examined, it is necessary to know (1) the type of tree the 

internode belongs to, (2) the root's fungal load, (3) the state of the root system nearby, and (4) 

the internode's direction of travel. All this information could be stored in each node record, 

but that would be extremely inefficient, as the information is merely a function of other values 

already stored. Instead, a "status record" is used. The status record is essentially a collection of 

information about root system at a specific place and time. The status record may include the 

following values, only some of which will be relevant to any given analysis. 



Status record 

X,Y,z 

order 

angle 

azimuth 

fungimod 
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The coordinates of the place in the root system to which the status record 

applies. 

the order of the root to which the status record applies. 

the angle of the internode 

the azimuth of the internode. 

Modification factor for plant/fungal and fungal/fungal interactions from 

seasonal and environmental effects. 

The level of various fungal populations at the point to which the status 

record applies. 

The mass (length x level) of any fungal populations that the point to 

which the status record applies lies within. 

The mass of any fungal populations between the point to which the status 

record applies and the stem. 

The last three components are illustrated in Figure 3.3. At the node P, fungi 1 is d1, fungi 2 

is d1(14 + 15) + d2 x l3 and fungi 3 is d1(1l + l4) + d2(12 + 13). The advantage of the status 

record is that only one is required, it is part of the analysis, rather than of the root system. 



i To stem 

Armillaria density d1 

Armillaria density d2 

~ To rest of root system 

Figure 3.3: Fungal status information stored in a "status record". 

3.3.2 Status filter 
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In many cases it is useful to isolate a subset of roots or internodes (root sections) based on some 

arbitrary criteria. The simplest case arises when roots of only one order are of interest. More 

complicated conditions may also be useful, for example it may be necessary to isolate armillaria 

infected sub-sections of mature second order roots without significant trichoderma activity to 

estimate the number of possible rhizomorph initiation sites. 

Most of these root system states can be described by defining a minimum and maximum status 

record. Only those internodes whose own status records lie between the minimum and maximum 

are selected. The following example illustrates a minimum-maximum pair of status records that 

could be used to isolate live, deep, second or third order roots sections with both armillaria and 

trichoderma populations. 



Record component 

x, y, z coordinate 

07'der 

phase 

angle 

azimuth 

/llngi1-armillaria, level of infection at this 

point 

Minimum record 

-100,-100,-100 

2 

Growing 

-7r 

-7r 

0.01 

/llngh-armillaria, "mass" (length x level) of 10 

this lesion 

/llngi1-trichoderma, level of infection at this 0.01 

point 

J ungi2-trichoderma, "mass" of this lesion 10 

funlJi 3 , all fungal species bel ween here and the 0 

stem 
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Maximum record 

100,100,-1.5 

3 

Senescent 

7r 

7r 

100 

100 

100 

lOa 

too 

Components of the status record that aren't relevant are given "all inclusive" ranges, in this 

example no point within ±100 m of the simulation x, y origin will be excluded, but points must 

be deeper than 1.5 m (-100 ::; z ::; -1.5). Similarly the angle, aZ'imuth, and /ungi 3 values 

will not exclude any part of a root system. 

3.3.3 Analysis procedure 

Having defined the "records", or sets of information required to characterise the root system, 

any internode (section) of the root system can be described by a stem record, giving general 

information about the tree, a root record, giving more specific information about the root, a node 

record for both the proximal and distal ends of the internode, giving highly localised information 

about this root section, and a status record, giving information derived from the root system 

between the stem and the root. 

For example, an analysis of the root system in Figure 3.4 would require the characterisation of 

internodes (root sections) II and 12. Assume the root system is 2-dimensional and lies in the 

plane y = 3. The descriptions of internodes II and 12 would share the same stem record, which, 
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among other details listed above, will list the stem's x, y, z coordinate as 4, 3, O. The internodes 

could be described by the following root, node, and status records. 

Internode 11 
Root record 
X,y,z 2.00,3.00, -0.06 
length! 1.006 
lengthc 1.006 
phase Mature 
timec 20 
timep 100000 
nodeo (a) 

Start node record 
X,y,z 1.81,3.00, -0.49 
position 0.472 
type Bend 
fungus N/A 
fungus6, N/A 
next J 

End node record 
:1:, y, z 1.!>2, a.oo, -0.72 
7)(),qil,ion 0.727 
type Branch 
root (d) 
next (b) 

Status record 
order 1 

Internode 12 

2.17,3.00,-0.07 
0.748 
0.748 
Growing 
200 
2000 

1 

2.21,3.00,-0.37 
0.303 
Fungal 
Armillaria 

+10 

J 

2.23,3.00,-0.57 
0.502 
Bend 
N/A 
(c) 

2 
X,y,z 
(/.ngle 
azimuth 
fung'i 1 

fungi 2 

fungi3 

2.00,3.00, -0.06 2.17,3.00,-0.07 
-1.1f) -1.'15 
o 0 
o 
o 
2.12+ 

10 
3.31 t 
o 

tIo x length of internodes 12 and its successor 6 & 8 

tfrom internode starting at (a) 
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(d) 

(b) 

Figure 3.4: Root system analysis. 

To determine, for example, the proportion of the root system infected by armillaria, the informa

tion (stem, root, start-node, end-node and status records) for all internodes would be considered, 

and the sum of the lengths (distance between the x, y, z components of the start- and end-nodes) 

of all infected internodes (fungi 1 in the status record> 0) would be divided by the sum of the 

lengths of all internodes. Similarly, fungal lesion expansion could be simulated by considering 

all internodes, and, in the case offungal nodes, moving the node in the appropriate direction, by 

adjusting the node record's x, y, z and l'o"i/.ion comp011cnts. 

3.3.4 Parser 

A "parser" entity is included to simplify the examination and alteration of the set of records 

that represent the root system. The parser processes the records and presents the "client" (for 

example, an analysis routine determining the propOltion of the root system infected) with the 

stem, root, start-node, end-node and status records for each internode. 
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An example of the parsers action for the root system is given in Figure 3.5: 

A 

5 

15 E 

14 

Figure 3.5: Root system parser, example data. 

A possible Stem record, which is shared by all internodes, is as follows: 

:/;, y, z 2,3,0 

type Pinlls radiata 

rooto Root A 

lhnc o (tree planted at start of simulation) 

age ° (seedling, physiological age = "ground" age) 

The parser would supply 'the client routine with fifteen sets of root, start-node, end-node and 

status records, one for each internode. 

For the first internode of each root, the parser could automatically generate a temporary "Root 

Start" node, rather than have the simulation duplicate the information stored in the "Branch" 

node on the parent root and in the root record. The angle and azimuth values are re-calculated 
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between each internode. If the parser is working recursively, an end-node of type "Branch" 

will cause it to start processing the child root. The O1'der component of the status record is 

incremented appropriately. The fifteen internode descriptions the parser would present to a client 

process analysing the root system are as follows: 

The format used here is 

First line 
teltp 
phase 
IeIIJ 
Second line 
x,y,z 
p 
type 
Third line 
x,y,z 
1) 
lype 
Fourth line 
on/el' 
azi/ang 
l1/h//3/fm 

Root record 
timee/timep, creation time! time of advance to next phase 
physiological growth phase 
lengthellength J' current length! final length 
Start-node record 
coordinate 
position, root position 
Node type, and additional, type specific, information 
End-node record 
coordinate 
position, root position 
Node type, and additional, type specific, information 
Status record 
root order 
azimuth/angle, direction of internode growth 
fungi 1! fungi 2/ fungi3! fungi01od, the fungal 
levels and modification factor (section 3.3.1). 

The fifteen internode descriptions, in the order the parser would supply them to the client analysis, 

are 

1 Root A teltp 0.0/100000.0, Mature, lellJ 0.10010.100 
Node - at 2.00, 3.00, 0.00, p 0.000, Root Start 
Node 1 at 2.00, 3.00,-0.05, P 0.050, Branch (Root B) 
order 0, azilang 0.001-1.57, /Llhl!Jlfm 0.0010.0010.00/1.00 

The order component of the status record is incremented as the parser moves from root A node 

1 to root B. 

2 Root 
Node 
Node 
Q1'der 

3 Root 
Node 
Node 
order 

4 Root 
Node 
Node 
Q1'del' 

B lellp 10.0/100000.0, Mature, lellf 0.719/0.719 
- at 2.00, 3.00,-0.05, p 0.000, Root Start 
4 at 2.17, 3.00,-0.07, P 0.171, Branch (Root C) 
1, azilang 0.001-0.14, ftlhl/Jlf", 0.0010.0010.00/1.00 

C teltp 200.0/2000.0, Growing, lellJ 0.748/0.760 
- at 2.17, 3.00,-0.07, p 0.000, Root Start 
6 at 2.21, 3.00,-0.37, P 0.303, Fungal Armillaria +10 
2, azilang 0.001-1.45, /L//2//3lf", 0.0010.0010.00/1.00 

C teltp 200.0/2000.0, Growing, lell, 0.748/0.760 
6 at 2.21, 3.00,-0.37, P 0.303, Fungal Armillaria +10 
7 at 2.23, 3.00,-0.57, r 0.502, Root Bend 
2, azilang 0.001-1.45, hlhlfalfm 10.0/3.31/0.00/1.00 
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The parser adjusts jungil and jungi2 to the level and size of the lesion between nodes 6 and 8. 

5 Root 
Node 
Node 
order 

6 Root 
Node 
Node 
order 

C teltp 200.0/2000.0, Growing, lellf 0.748/0.760 
7 at 2.23, 3.00,-0.57, P 0.502, Root Bend 
8 at 2.35, 3.00,-0.62, P 0.634, Fungal Armillaria -10 
2, azilang 0.001-1.45, Itlhllalfm 10.013.31/0.00/1.00 

C teltp 200.0/2000.0, Growing, lellf 0.748/0.760 
8 at 2.35, 3.00,-0.62, P 0.634, Fungal Armillaria -10 
9 at 2.45, 3.00,-0.67, p 0.748, Root End 
2, azilang 0.001-0.44, !1lhl!3lfm 0.0010.00/3.31/1.00 

jungi3 now identifies the internode as being separated from the stem by the fungal mass 

between nodes 6 and 8. As the end-node is a "Root End" node, the parser resumes the suspended 

processing of root B. 

7 Root B teltp 10.0/100000.0, Mature, lellf 0.719/0.719 
Node 4 at 2.17, 3.00,-0.07, P 0.171, Branch (Root C) 
Node 5 at 2.71, 3.00,-0.15, P 0.719, Root End 
O1,der 1, azilang 0.00/-0.14, fllfdlalfm 0.0010.0010.00/1.00 

Again, the end-node is a "Root End", so the parser resumes processing root A. 

8 Root A teltp 0.0/100000.0, Mature, lellf 0.10010.100 
Node l at 2.00, 3.00,-0.05, P 0.046, Branch (Root B) 
Node 2 at 2.00, 3.00,-0.06, P 0.060, Branch (Root D) 
O1,del' 0, ltzi!ang 0,001-1.57, fllhllalfm 0.0010.0010.00/1.00 

Here root D begins. 

9 Root 
Node 
Node 
m,del' 

10 Root 
Node 
Node 
m,del' 

D teltp 20.0/100000.0, Mature, lellf 1.006/1.006 
- at 2.00, 3.00,-0.06, P 0.000, Root Start 
10 at 1.93, 3.00,-0.22, P 0.175, Fungal Armillaria +10 
1, ltzilang 3.14/-1.16, Itlh.lfaII", 0.0010.0010.00/1.00 

D teltl' 20.0/100000.0, Mature, lellf 1.006/1.006 
10 at 1.93, 3.00,-0.22, r 0.175, Fungal Armillaria +10 
11 at 1.86, 3.00,-0.42 p 0.387, fungal Armillaria -10 
1, (Lzilang 3.14/-1.16, fllhlhlfm 10.012.12/0.00/1.00 

All internodes below 10-1 I in the root hierarchy will have a jungi:J value of 2.12, reflecting 

their separation from the stem by this fungal mass. 

11 Root D lell" 20.0/100000.0, Mature, lellf 1.006/1.006 
Node 11 at 1.86, 3.00,-0.42, P 0.387, Fungal Armillaria -10 
Node 12 at 1.81, 3.00,-0.49, p 0.472, Root Bend 
ordel' 1, (Lzilang 3.14/-1.16, Itlhllalfm 0.0010.00/2.12/1.00 



12 Root 
Node 
Node 
order 

13 Root 
Node 
Node 
07·der 

14 Root 
Node 
Node 
07·der 

15 Root 
Node 
Node 
order 

D teltp 20.0/100000.0, Mature, lell] 1.006/1.006 
12 at 1.81, 3.00,-0.49, P 0.472, Root Bend 
13 at 1.92, 3.00,-0.72, P 0.727, Branch (Root E) 
1, azilang 0.00/-1.15, /Ilhlhlfm 0.0010.00/2.12/1.00 

E teltp 1500.0/3500.0, Growing, lell] 0.227/0.320 
- at 1.92, 3.00,-0.72, P 0.000, Root Start 
15 at 1.75, 3.00,-0.87, P 0.227, Root End 
2, azilang 3.14/-0.74, ftl/2/hlfm 0.0010.00/2.12/1.00 

D teltp 20.0/100000.0, Mature, lell] 1.006/1.006 
13 at 1.92, 3.00,-0.72, p 0.727, Branch (Root E) 
14 at 2.03, 3.00,-0.98, P 1.006, Root End 
1, azilang 0.00/-1.15, ftlf2lhlfm 0.0010.00/2.12/1.00 

A lell/, 0.0/100000.0, Mature, lell, 0.100/0.1.00 
2 at 2.00, 3.00,-0.06, P 0.061, Branch (Root D) 
3 at 2.00, 3.00,-0.10, P 0.100, Root End 
0, azilang ,0.001-1.57, /Ilhlhlfm 0.0010.0010.00/1.00 
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The "recursive" behaviour (as the parser invokes itself to process new roots at branch points) in 

this example is only one possible parser algorithm. Alternatively, the parser could make lists of 

the Branch type nodes it encounters, and only process them after it has completely processed 

the root it is currently parsing. 

3.4 Simulated root system construction 

3.4.1 Parameter matrix 

Root oriented spatial models like that of Henderson et al. [27] require a large number of variables 

to model tree root architecture. Different probability density functions, such as exponential, 

gamma, poisson, uniform, may be used 10 ll10dellhe S'~Il1C variable for different orders of rool. 

To model occurrence, position, azimuth and angle for both branching and bending as well as 

forking and length for six orders of roots, Henderson et al. [27] could have used 60 (( 4 x 2+2) x 6) 

completely separate statistical distributions. In practice the same distributions were used for 

some variables (for example roots of all orders were considered to bend Poisson( 0.055) times), 

and other distributions varied in only a single parameter, that being the order of the root to which 

they were applied. 

In the model developed I~ere, the number of variables is even greater. Root life span, root 
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growth rate, occurrence, position and size of fungal lesions, and elongation rate of fungal lesions 

must be added to the architectural variables modelled by Henderson et al. [27]. When different 

physiological stages and different species of fungi are considered, the total number of statistical 

distributions (variables) for a n = 6 order root system with p = 6 physiological stages and 

j = 3 types of fungi, is n( 4 + 9p + 6p 1), or 996 (Table 3.1). 

Characteristic 

Length 
Lifespan 
Growth rate 
Fungal elongation 

Branching 
Bending 

Fungal lesions 

Variables 

lengthb 

duration 
rate 
rate 

numberh, position, 2 x (angle, azimuth)d 
number, position, angle, azimuth 

number, position, angleC, azimuthC, size 

n - number of rool orders 
f-number of species of fungi 

aNol applied here 
bMay depend on parent's physiological stage 
cNOl in Pinus radiala system p - number of physiological slages 
dBoth parent and child angle and azimuth 

Table 3.1: Root system variables. 

Levels 

n x pR 

nxp 

nxp 
n x pR x j 
n x pI! 

n 
nxpl!xj 

For simplicity of both notation and implementation (section 5.3), the statistical functions may 

be grouped as: 

F l,o,/,a,]l,s 

where 

l = type of tree 

() = order of root 

f = feature (Table 3.2) 

a = attribute (Table 3.2) 

p = physiological stage 

s = species of fungi 

For example, FPine,2,Bra'nch,Position,Mature,-- may refer to a uniform variate in the range 0 to 

1, while FPine,5,Fungi,Number,Growing,Armillal'ia may be invariably zero, if armillaria is found 
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not to colonise such high order roots. The relationships between "features" and "attributes" are 

shown in Table 3.2. The BF eel feature is the initial direction of a child root relative to its parent 

root. BF ect could be collapsed into the Root feature, but is listed separately to avoid ambiguity 

with the change in direction of the parent root at the point of branching. 

Attributes 
~ 
0 

!a .~ ~ I::i ..s ..c: 0 S bO bO "S ..... c1) 0.. 
~ 

.... ...... en ..... bO ~ ~ 0 Z 
en 

~ 
..... 

c1) 
[iJ 0 N ..... 

......1 P-i ~ ......1 

Features 
Root 0 0 0 

Branch 0 0 0 0 

BVect 0 0 

Bend 0 0 0 0 

Fungi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 3.2: Root variable matrix form. 

3.4.2 Constructor 

The type of tree, and its position, will be defined by the user. For example, a root system may be 

constructed from the initial information that a tree of type Pine has its root collar, or Oth order 

root, at Xo, Yo, zoo The direction of the Oth order root at its proximal end will usually be straight 

down (angle = -IT /2, azimuth undefined), but any direction is valid. 

To add a root of order 0, given that the x, y, z coordinate and direction of growth (angle and 
I 

azimuth) of it proximal t<nd are known the following procedure is followed: 

I. Place a "Root End" hade on the root, determining·the length of the root, and thus the 

"Root End" node's root position, from the statistical distribution 

FPine,o,Root,Length,~-,--. The node's x, y, z position will be undefined at this stage. 

2. Determine the number of "Branch" nodes on the root from FPine,O,Branch,Number,--,--. 

Place this many "Branch" nodes on the root, determining their root space position from 

FPine,o,Branch,Position,--,--. Their x, y, z positions will be undefined at this stage. 

3. Determine the number of "Bend" nodes on the root from FPine 0 Bend Number ____ . 
I I I " 

Place this many "Bend" nodes on the root, determining their root position from 
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FPine,O,Bend,Position,--,--. Their x, y, z positions will be undefined at this stage. 

4. For each species (sp) of fungi to be considered, determine the number of lesions to 

appear on the root from FPine,o,Fungi,Number,--,sp' For each lesion add two nodes to the 

root, one at FPine,o,Fungi,Position,--,sp marking an increase in the level of sp, and one 

FPine,O,Fungi,Length,--,sp further "down" the root, marking an equivalent decrease in sp. 

If the root position of this second node places it beyond the end of the root, adjust it to fit, 

or re-sample all the distributions until the lesion fits within the root. 

5. Working from the proximal end of the root, calculate the x, y, z position of each node 

from the root position of the node and the angle and azimuth, altering angle and 

azimuth with i'Pine,O ,node-type,Ang/e,- -,(sp) and Fpine,o ,7!ode-lype,Azimuth,- -,( sp) 

between each calculation. 

The process is repeated for the () + larder roots at each "Branch" node, their initial direction of 

travel being defined by FPine,O,BVect,Ang/e,--,sp and FPine,O,BVect,Azimuth,--,sp' Depending 

on the fungus to be modelled, it may be necessary to add a "Fungal" node to any child roots 

branching from infected sections, to completely delimit fungal lesions (Figure 3.6). 

~stem 

Figure 3.6: Nodes required to delimit fungal lesion, assuming a fungal density score of ] O. 



Phase 
Future 

Waiting 

Growing 
Mature 
Senescent 

Dead 

Decayed 

Description 
A root that doesn't exist yet, i.e. one occurring past the 
Current End node of its parent. 
The Current End node of the parent has passed this point, 
but the root is not yet growing. Allows additional first 
order roots to appear on the root bole several years after 
the tree starts to grow. 
Actively elongating, child roots that die will be replaced 
Currently equivalent to Growing. 
Retains some resistance to fungal attack, but is not elon
gating, and has no aClive child roots (i.e. all child roots 
will also be Senescent or older). 
Reduced resistance to fungal attack, negative elongation 
may represent decay of distal end. Prime site for rhi

zOl11orph initiation. 
In an advanced state of decay, won't support rhizomorphs, 
but may still be infective given direct contact. 

Table 3.3: Root physiological phases. 

3.5 Representation of root physiology 
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As shown in Table 3.3, a variety of root physiological stages are considered. The combination 

of a root's physiological stage, it's position within the soil, and it's order largely define it's 

behaviour. The typical duration of each of these phases is a required input of the model, local 

conditions may increase or decrease the time spent in each phase. 

3.6 Fungal behaviour 

3.6.1 Nodes 

As previously indicated (Figure 3.1), the infection of a sect ion, or internode, of a root can be 

represented by a pair of nodes. The first (in proximal ----> distal order) node denotes an increase 

in the level of infection, usually from zero, the second node denotes a decrease, usually to zero. 

If lesions are allowed to overlap, nodes may increase / decrease infection levels from non-zero 

values. An attenuating lesion could be represented by a proximal node incrementing the level of 

infection by, for example, 20, followed by a pair of separate nodes each decreasing the infection 
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level by 10 (Figure 3.7). This approach allows lesions of different densities, and of different 

fungal species, to overlap. 

Figure 3.7: An attenuating fungal lesion. 

3.6.2 Elongation 

The elongation (or contraction), of fungal lesions can be represented by "sliding" the fungal 

nodes up and down the root. A lesion expands when its proximal node moves "up" the root 

towards the stem, and/or its distal end moves "down" the root towards the root tip. As these 

mobile nodes encounter other nodes, further modifications to the root system may be required. 

Figure 3.8 illustrates the possible node interactions: 

• Fungal node 3 grows up past bend node 2. The nodes swap their positions on the list of 

nodes for the root (3 now occurs before 2), but no other change occurs. 

• Fungal node 3 reaches branch node 1. Assuming the fungus spreads from the child root to 

the parent, node 3 ceases to exist, and two new nod~s are created on the parent root, either 

side of node I. 

• Fungal node 4 passes branch node 5. A node must be added to the child root to mark the 

limit of the lesion (Figure 3.6). 

• Fungal node 4 passes fungal node 6. Depending on the behaviour of the fungus being 

modelled, three responses are possible. 

- If the funglll densities indicated by nodes 3 and 6 are the same, consider the lesions 

to have merged. Nodes 4 and 6 cease to exist. 
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- If the densities differ, remove nodes 4 and 6, and replace them with a node marking 

the change in density from the upper to the lower lesion. 

- If multiple lesions can exist in Ihe same seclion of root, allow the lesions to overlap. 

The fungal density in the internode between nodes 6 and 4 will be the sum of the 

densities occurring in the individual lesions. 

2 

Figure 3.8: Fungal lesion expansion. 

3.6.3 Free soil fungi and roots 

Some soil fungi are less closely associated with plant roots than others. To represent loosely 

associated fungi, such as trichoderma, spherical regions can be defined as being occupied by 

the fungus. Determining what part, if any, of an interno~e lies within a sphere is not difficult. 

Rather than adding a list of spherical regions and a need to constantly check for intersection to 

the simulation, the spherical regions can be used to add "lesion" delimiting node pairs to roots, 

as is done for more closely associaled fungi (section 3.6.1). Figure 3.9 illuslrates how spheres 

can define points (nodes) bracketing the area influenced by free soil fungi. 
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3.7 Rhizomorphs 

These branching exploratory hyphal growths are structurally very similar to a tree root system. 

They can be represented in the same way, with another set of statistical distributions of the 

form FRhiz.,o,Branch,Number,--,--, Fl1hiz.,o,Hoot,Length,--,--, etc. As previously discussed 

(section 3.3.2), a "status filter" can be used to isolate root sections suitable for producing 

rhizomorphs. The root section must be large enough to act as a food source for the rhizomorph. 

Often the root from which a rhizomorph originates will be in an advancing state of decay, and 

the rhizomorph may die from a lack of nutrients as a result. To allow the simulation to remove 

rhizomorphs whose root has decayed, a special type of fungal node is used to mark the place 

on the root system where the rhizomorph originates. Whereas other fungal nodes record a 

species and a density increment (or decrement), the rhizomorph initiation fungal node records a 

reference to the "stem" record of the rhizomorph it represents. 

3.8 Fungal interaction 

Depending on the fungi involved, the following interactions are possible: 

1. Spatial exclusion. Ectomycorrhizal fungi form dense sheaths on root surfaces, and so may 

prevent other root/fungi interactions. The simulation's use of fungal nodes to represent root 

sections infected with armillaria can also represent this phenomenon, without significant 

modification. 

2. Resource competition. Many soil fungi compete for the same resources; carbon sources 

in particular are a limiting factor. A strong sap.:ophyte population may limit disease 

virulence by reducing the availability of residual carbon in the soil, limiting the rate of 

spread if disease organisms from one host to another, and reducing the persistence of disease 

organisms in the absence of the host. Although not part of the current implementation, a 

spatially oriented simulation could model this effect by maintaining a three-dimensional 

grid representing concentrations of different resources. 

3. Parasitism. Some soil fungi actively parasitise other fungal species, with exploratory 

hyphae growing into close contact with the hyphae of the host species, penetrating the 
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host's cell walls with chitinase and similar enzymes, and consuming host cytoplasm. The 

distribution of the host species will often be influenced by the distribution of plant roots, so 

the availability of a detailed root map would allow such interactions to be modelled with 

more detail than is normally possible. Depending on their behaviour, host species could 

either be modelled as tree-like branching structures as rhizomorphs are (section 3.7), or as 

point sources. 

4. Antibiotic production. Many soil microorganisms produce compounds that inhibit or 

kill other species. Antibiotics may be produced in response to direct aggression from 

other species (possibly also in the form of antibiotics), in response to resource limitation 

(indicating overcrowding), or, as appears to be the case with trichoderma, in an apparently 

non-specific attempt to reduce competition from other species [291. Antibiotics may spread 

through the soil by diffusion processes, and existing rhizosphere diffusion models may be 

incorporated into a spatial simulation framework to model the volume affected [181. 

5. Synergism. A combined attack on plant defences by more than one fungal species may 

succeed where either species alone may fail. Also, some soil microorganisms are dependent 

on ambient supplies of vitamins and other complex nutrients that may leak into the soil 

solution from organisms capable of synthesising them from simpler molecules. This may 

lead to pairings of organisms. As in other cases, the critical factor is location, and a spatial 

simulation is well equipped to represent such interdependence. 

3.9 Infection 

3.9.1 Infection score 

Close physical proximity is an obvious prerequisite for the spread of a fungus (disease or 

symbiont) from one root (or rhizomorph) to another. But whether or not a root coming into 

contact with diseaseclmaterial wi II become infected is a funct ion of the root's physiological state, 

the environmental conditions (including the presence of other organisms), and the vigour of the 

disease material. An "infection score" is used to simulate this interaction. Infection occurs if 

the root's score (SI')' is lower than armillaria's score (Sa). Scores are calculated as follows: 



where 

LS(a) 

MS(a) 

MD(a) 

where 

I'S(t) 

TJ I)(t) 

/\'18(t) 

]o.tfD(t) 

level of armillaria at source 

modifier [01' a.rmillaria a.t S01ll'ce 

modifier [or armillaria at destination 

1 X LS(t) x MS(t) if LS(t) =I- 0 

xLD(t) x MD(t) if LD(t) =I- 0 

level or tricilo<\el'Llla. a.t sOllrce 

level or Lriciloclcrtna. a.t destina.tion 

Illodi/ier fIJI' tricilodcl'Illa. a.t SOlll'<:e 

modifier for trichoderma at destination 
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(3.1 ) 

(3.2) 

The modifiers used in the calculation of the scores reflect the innate characteristics of the roots 

on which the interaction is occurring. The resistance to infection by armillaria will obviously 

vary between Mature first order roots, Mature fourth order roots, and Senescent first order roots. 

Before application, the modifiers themselves may be adjusted hy physical environment variables. 

For example, low soil moisture levels may increase the armillaria modifiers, to reflect increased 

infection rates under drought stress. 
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Figure 3.9: A ray trace illustrating the delimiting of internodes influenced by free soil fungi. 
Fungi increment and decrement nodes can be added at the points indicated to mark the area 
effected. 



Chapter 4 

Parameter evaluation 

4.1 Derivation of distributions and parameters for system geometry 

The many probability distributions required by the model must be obtained from field work 

that has specifically targeted root system morphology. Most root system studies are biomass 

oriented and provide data only marginally relevant to spatial questions. One notable exception 

is Watson and O'Loughlin [62], who excavated and mapped intact root systems of Pinlts radiata 

by sluicing. This valuable data set consists of plan and front elevation drawings for 5 trees in 

each of 3 age groups, 8, 16 and 25 years. 

Reconstruction of a three dimensional structure from these plan and elevation drawings is diffi

cult. The drawings are quite detailed and thorough, but a slight' fuzziness' in the correspondence 

between the plan and elevation representation of each root means locating roots in both views 

is not always possible. In addition, there are large sections of the root system that cannot be 

expected to appear in both views, as they will be conce~lled by roots closer to the point from 

which the drawings were made. 

In an initial attempt to derive the required parameters, the drawings were digitised as collections 

of points making up "strings" of short line segments, and these digitised structures are very 

accurate copies of the original drawings, essentially giving the illustrations a machine readable 

form. Successful trials were conducted with the translation of these data files into the form used 

by the model. However, the problems outlined above, combined with the lack of correspondence 

of the line segment "strings" to individual roots, rendered the recapturing of the three dimensional 

58 
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structure of the root systems directly from these drawings excessively time consuming given the 

partially incomplete nature of the data it would have yielded. Instead, an indirect method of 

quantifying the root morphologies represented by these drawings was devised. 

The drawings were divided into segments and bands (Figure 4.1), and the total number of roots, 

root ends and branching points in each section of the cylindrical grid were counted. Initially 

this was done by laying an appropriately marked sheet of clear perspex over the drawings. For 

elevation views only half the grid was used. The root systems were later re-digitised in a more 

structured manner, and these counts were repeated by the simulation software. These figures 

did not prove directly useful, and the required parameters (section 3.4.1) were obtained by an 

iterative adjustment process based on visual comparison of the drawings and model output. The 

digitised root systems did however allow the objective comparison ofthe simulated and observed 

roots (section 6.1). 

Figure 4.1: The 16 x 6 circular grid used to form a quantitative description of root system 
drawings. Numbers indicate the -8 to +7 by 0 to 5 coordinate system used. 
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4.2 Data acquisition 

4.2.1 Armillaria spp. distribution in dead root systems 

A realistic assessment of the distribution of Armillaria spp. in dead root systems of mature 

Pinus radiata is an essential component of the model. The distribution and sources of infection 

of Aspen stands by Armillaria mellea were examined by Stanosz and Patton [54]. They found 

rhizomorph penetration to be the most frequent form of infection. Of great significance to this 

study was their observation of a rapid decrease in lesion formation with increasing distance from 

the stem, suggesting lower A. mellea densities may occur in the peripheral root system than in 

the main structural root system. However their screening technique may not have included finer 

elements of the root network. 

Hood and Sandberg [31] examined rhizomorph distribution in indigenous New Zealand forest 

soils, and showed statistical clustering of rhizomorphs in some plots, perhaps suggesting growth 

radiating from a localised area, such as a dead root system. Sampling was for rhizomorph occur

rence rather than length, orientation and other more precise geometric distribution parameters. 

Earlier work 142, 48, 601 found dead root systems of indigenous species to be unequivocally the 

major source of Armillaria spp. in first rotation pine stands, so the root systems of the previous 

crop will almost certainly be the major source in second rotation stands. However, aerial spores 

may playa significant role in colonising thinning stumps. 

Patton and Riker [44J found no significant relationship between root segment size and rhizomorph 

production in experiments with sterilised root blocks, with segments as small as O.25x2 inches 

producing rhizomorphs. However, larger segments appeared to produce rhizomorphs more 

rapidly. 

Another significant factor in the distribution of dead root systems, and hence the distribution 

of Armillaria spp. within them, is the rate of decay of the root system. It can be assumed 

that the main stump will remain for several years, but the persistence of root elements less than 

50 mm in diameter is less clear, and so the importance of these components as widely distributed 

sources of Armillaria spp. will require careful assessment. As previously noted, O'Loughlin 

and Watson [431 examined the rate of decrease of tensile strength in roots less than 30 mm in 
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diameter and noted only rotted wood remained in this class at 14 months, and only bark sheaths 

at 29 months. 

4.2.2 Distribution of sites susceptible to at'millaria in Pinus radiata seedlings 

Just as the points of origin of armillaria in the newly established plantation are important, so are 

the points at which it may infect seedlings. Stanosz and Patton [54] found frequent rhizomorph 

penetration of thick, barked roots, with localised decay at the point of infection. Although this 

work was with Aspen, if similar behaviour is exhibited with pinus, armillaria contact with fine 

roots may not be as important as contact with structural root system components. 

4.3 Two year old Pinus radiata root systems: field observations 

Between June 1992 January 1994, 5 two to three year old Pill us radiata root systems were 

excavated to allow characterisation of their geometry. The trees were in a Templeton silt loam, 

which was loose and friable down to a hard sand layer at 0.30 m. The trees were planted in a 

North-South rip 0.45 m deep, forming a 0.15 m gutter in the sand layer. 

4.3.1 Layered excavation 

As little was known initially about the size or complexity of the system to be excavated, it was 

decided to remove the soil from around the roots in 100 mm layers, photographing and then 

removing the roots between each layer. A heavy wooden frame (Figure 4.2), 3 m square, was 

used to provide a fixed ground level, and the coordinates for each photograph were measured 

from graduations along the sides of the frame. This allowed latter reconstruction of the root 

system by digitising the photographs (Figure 4.3) using a graphics tablet and either an extension 

of the root system construction algorithms already in use. Computer algorithms could then be 

written to analyse the digitised data-structure for such properties as mean branch angle, mean 

inter-branch distance, frequency of branching for each order of root, and other frequency and 

position related distributions. 
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Figure 4.2: Framework for excavation. 
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Figure 4.3: Roots in a 100 mOl layer. 

4.3.2 Stereo Image Pairs 

As the root systems were found to be simpler than originally expected, a second method was 

devised using digitised stereo image pairs. A 1800 section of the root system was excavated to 

a depth of 400 mm, so that only the first-order vertical roots directly below the stump remained 

in the soil. A pair of images with a separation of 150 mm were recorded using a SVHS video 

camera supported 1.5 m above the exposed root system (Figure 4.4). Fluorescent green spray 

paint was applied to the roots La compensate for a low contrast between the roots and the soil 

background. 
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SVHS vidoe camara 

1.6 m 

Figure 4.4: Three dimensional image capturing. 

The images were transferred to computer readable form using Joyce-Lobel MagiScan equipment, 

producing a 512 by 512 pixel image in 16 grey levels. The image analysis software supplied with 

the scanner was used to filter out the dark grey background and leave only the intense white root 

image. A proprietary computer image manipulation package was then used to colour and merge 

the left and right images for three-dimensional viewing (Figure 4.5). With or without coloured 

eye-glasses, the lateral separation between the two images readily illustrated the vertical position 

of any point in the root system relative to an arbitrarily selected zero level. This information 

allows the true lengths and angles of the structure to be recorded, unlike a purely two-dimensional 

view. 

Deep root 

c:;~ 0.25 m depth 

..... j 
':"/ 

Figure 4.5: Three dimensional image. 
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As more root systems were excavated, it became clear that these two-year old pines growing in 

well tilled soil did not possess the complexity of branching and bending found in older trees on 

more variable sites. A root system could be adequately characterised by the number and length 

of its roots. These quantities were measured directly in the field. 

4.3.3 Radial distribution 

The root systems of 40 three year old trees were winched from the soil, after some loosening 

around the base of the tree (Figure 1.5). The roots, both lateral and vertical, broke off between 

0.1 and 1 m from the base of the trunk. While this approach did not allow total root length to be 

recorded, it did allow the radial distribution of roots to be assessed. The root systems were cut 

from the rest of the tree and placed upside down in the centre of a circle marked in 16 segments. 

The number of lateral roots in each segment was counted, as was the number of vertical roots 

(angle of declination greater than 45°). While root systems are normally only divided into 4 

segments for this type of analysis, 16 segments were used to insure that the resolution would be 

sufficient to reveal any clumping distribution present. 

4.3.4 Inter-tree root contact 

Further excavations were made when isolated groups of trees were observed yellowing and 

dying over a period of 3-4 months. The isolation and row-wise progression of the phenomena 

suggested a root disease may have been responsible. A back hoe was used to dig a 1.5 m deep 

trench 1 m from an affected row. Excavation by hand failed to reveal any obvious fungal lesions 

on the roots. However, it was possible to observe the extent of inter-tree root contact. 

Figure 4.6 show first order laterals, confined within a 0.2 m A horizon (top layer), crossing over 

in a number of places. In many cases the contact was close enough to distOlt one or both roots. 

Figure 4.7 (a) and (b) show how the rip line further enhanced inter-tree root contact. At a depth 

of 0.3 m the rip line remained as a soil-free tunnel of 50 mm diameter running between trees. 

First order laterals from one tree were channelled through the centre of root system of the next. 

As the vertical components of the second tree developed, the two root systems became tightly 

interwoven (Figure 4.7 (b». 
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4.4 Sources of data - Summary 

Most parameters have been derived from an iterative fitting process in which approximate values 

have been refined by repeatedly comparing model output with field observations and adjusting 

input parameters. For example, given that the average length of first order lateral roots at 

16 years is known to be 1 m from root excavation work, the growth rate is assumes to be 1/16 m 

a year. It is unlikely that all orders of roots, or even all roots within an order, have a constant 

extension rate over their lifespan, but Kuiper and Coutss [36] suggest that a linear function is not 

unreasonable for major first order laterals, which are the most important in terms of inter-tree 

contact. The result of this assumption is then checked using information from 8 year and 25 year 

old trees. The convergence of model output with field observations was assessed both by visual 

comparison and by measures of root distribution such as evenness index and prop Olti on of length 

by depth [8] discussed in chapter 6. 
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Figure 4.6: Contact between first order laterals of 3 year old Pinus radiata. 
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(a) 

Figure 4.7: (a) Aujacent IJillllS mdia/(/ StulIlpS with first order lateral s channelleu by rip linc. 
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(h) 

Figure 4.7: (b) Close up of left tree in (a) showing close root contact. 



Chapter 5 

Implementation 

5.1 Programming environment 

All code is in C, and can be compiled either under Borland'I'M C++ version 3 on an IBMl'M AT 

compatible computer, or under Manx ™ Aztec C version 5.2a on a CBMTM Amiga computer. 

The only significant difference between the IBM and Amiga implementations is in maximum 

simulation size, where the IBM version is limited to a total program plus data size of 640k, while 

the Amiga version may use as much memory as is available. Although not essential, fast floating 

point arithmetic is desirable on either platform. The code can also be compiled under the widely 

available GNU-C (GCC) version 2.4.5 or greater, and so is easily ported to other platforms. The 

code has been successfully tested under the public domain Linux operating system with the GCC 

compiler. 

All significant pieces of machine dependent code are encapsulated in the module REALGFX, 

which provides routines for plotting llnd drawing in a r.eal co-ordinate system. Scaling and 

mapping are handled by the REALGFX routines, as is translation from three dimensional to two 

dimensional space. As discussed in section 8.4, a visualisation system Stich as this was found to 

be very valuable during the development of this type of simulation. 

5.2 Data representation 

The basic data structures used include the following: 
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typedef struct point3 { 
double /* a point in 3-dimensional space */ 

x, 
y, 

Zi 

point3 ; 
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typedef struct StemData ( 
struct StemData *next; 
point3 pnt; 

/* not used*/ 
/* location 

struct RootHeader *mainRt; /* tap root 
/* type of Trees tree; 

double u; 
StemData; 

/* Uniform(O,l) - overall size etc. */ 

typedef struct RootHeader { 
point3 pnt; 
double cLen; 
double fLen; 
union rtDat { 

RootPtr next; 
RNodeptr rNodel; 
rtDat; 

RootPtr parenti 
double createT; 
double phaseT; 
RootPhase phase; 
RootHeader; 

typedef struct RNodeData { 
struct RNodeData *next; 
point3 pnt; 

/* 
/* 
/* 

/* 
/* 

/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 

location */ 
current length */ 
length when mature */ 

used for memory management */ 
start of root */ 

parent root */ 
time when created */ 
time of next phase advance */ 
current phase */ 

/ * next node 'k / 

/* location */ 

*/ 
*/ 

tree 

double rLen; /* position on root */ 
RNodeType type; / * type of node 'k / 

union rnDat { 
RootPtr newRoot; /* if New_Root node */ 
int cur; /* used during tree creation */ 
Fungiptr fungi; /* if Fungi node */ 
rnDat; 

RNodeData; 

typedef struct FungiData 
union { 

double inc; 
long tree; 
fDat; 

Fungis type; 
BOOLEAN parsed; 
FungiData; 

/* 
/* 

/* 
/* 

increase fungal level by this amount */ 
\ \ tree' , number if rhizomorph */ 

type of fungi */ 
used during updating */ 

*/ 



typedef struct StatusType ( 
int ni 

double 
pLen, 
fLeni 

point3 pnti 
double ani 

double aZi 

int 

/* order */ 

/* location */ 
/* angle */ 
/* azimuth */ 
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tot, /* total/current, used in tree creation */ 
curi 

StemPtr treei 
FILE *fhi 
fungiArray fLeveli 
fungiArray cLeveli 
fungiArray tLeveli 
fungiArray fModi 
RootPhase phasei 
StatusTypei 

typedef struct 

/* tree being processed */ 
/* file for output if appropriate */ 
/* level of each fungi */ 
/* size of lesion for each fungi */ 
/* level of each fungi to root collar */ 
/* modifier for each fungi */ 
/* phase */ 

StatusType mini /* minimum status record */ 
StatusType maXi /* maximum status record -k / 

StatFilteri 

Root systems are stored as a linked list structure. There are three main structures in the list, the 

stem, root header, and root node. The stem is not significant in terms of the simulation, and 

merely represents a useful place to store overall details about each tree. Similarly, the root header 

contains information about the root it represents, this includes details such as total length of the 

root when mature, current length of root, and possibly parameters for fungal and physiologic~1 

condition. The root node contains the spatial information, as each node records a fixed point in 

three dimensional space. 

The creation and processing of this type of linked list is handled by a recursive approach: 

PerformProcess(Root Header) 
define A as point at which root starts 
define B as first node on root's node list 

[1] process root segment between A and B 
is B a "New Root" node? 
if so PerformProcess(Root Header pointed to by B) 
define A as point at which B occurs 
define B as next node on root's node list 
does B exist? 
if so loop back to [1] above 

EndOfProcess. 
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The "process" that is applied to the length of root between points A and B varies, it could, for 

example, be testing the line segment for intersection with a cylinder defined to represent a core 

sample taken in the field. 

5.3 Parameter functions 

As described in section 5.7, statistical distributions used to model various aspects of the root 

system are encoded as C functions that are referenced by a four dimensional array of pointers 

(references) to functions (a functional unit of program code). The C idiom for variable numbers 

of function parameters, s tdargs . h, is used to allow the function numb (Tree, Order, 

Feature, Attribute, ... ) to return a value sampled from whichever distribution is 

required. For example, numb(Pine25, 2, Branch, Number) (four parameters) will 

yield the number of branches on a second order root, whereas numb (Pine2 5, 3, Fungi, 

Length, Armi llaria) (five parameters) wi II return the length of an armillaria lesion on a 

third order root. 

5.4 Construction of the root system 

5.4.1 Vector notation 

A point in three-dimensional space are denoted as P; the x, y and z coordinates are referred to 

as Px , Py and Pz . The line segment SE runs between the points § and E, whose x, y and z 

coordinates are Sx) Sy) Sz and Ex) Ey) Ez respectively. 

Generation of the simulated root system is recursive, the 'only important variable being passed 

down through the recursion being the Status record defined in section 3.3.1. The essential steps 

are as follows: 

I. Allocate it root header and define its lin,1I (mature) length. 

numb(Root,Length,status) 

2. Initialise the list of nodes on this root by adding the Root End node. 
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3. Determine how many bends this root has, and add these Root Bend type nodes to the 

list of nodes on this root in order of occurrence, location in 3 space as yet undefined, but 

position along length of root ("root position") established. 

numb (Bends, Number, Status) 

numb (Bends, position, Status) 

4. Determine how many branches this root has, and add these New Root type nodes to the 

list of nodes on this root in order of occun'ence, location as yet undefined. 

numb (Branch, Number, Status) 

numb (Branch, position, Status) 

5. With the list of nodes now complete and in order, proceed down the list calculating the 

position of each node based on the current Angle and Azimuth, as recorded in Status and the 

point occupied by the previous node (In the case of the first node, these are defined by the 

position of the root header and the supplied Status variable). After each node is positioned 

the current Angle and Azimuth are adjusted according to the relevant distributions. 

numb (Bends, Angle, Status) 

numb (Bends, Azimuth, Status) 

numb (Branch, Angle, Status) 

numb (Branch, Azimuth, Status) 

To calculate the position of each node the following equations are used: 

l~x 8'G + i l co.s( 0) 
l~y Sy + i, sill(O) 

F .lz Hz + i sin(cP) 

where 

,ct a known point, usually the start of the root oj' 

the position of the previous node 

the distance from S to the node being positioned 

¢ the (wgl(~ of tIl(! root's path approachillg this node 

(5.1 ) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
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() the azimuth of the root's path approaching this node 

11 abs(l cos(1))) 

The starting position of each root is known either from the position of the New Root 

node on its parent root, or in the case of the O'th order tap root, from the position specified 

as an input parameter representing the location of the tree. 

6. When a New Root type node is encountered, the procedure calls itself with the current 

Status parameter modified according to the Branch Vector distributions for this order. 

numb (Branch_Vector, Angle, Status) 

numb(Branch_Vector,Azimuth,Status) 

7. This recursion continues until a root with zero branches is encountered. In effect 

numb (Branch, Number, Status) must always be zero when the "n" attribute of 

Status, the order of the root for which the parameter is being requested, is N, the 

highest order of root which exists for the currently defined tree. 

5.5 Voxel Lattice 

As a root propagates through the area of space occupied by roots from another tree, tests must be 

made for intersections between the "invading" root (possibly a healthy seedling root) and roots 

in the "resident" system (possibly an infected root from the previous crop). To save computing 

time a "voxel lattice" is used to allow testing of only the part of the resident root system (data 

structure) in the volume of soil in the immediate vicinity of the invading root [7]. Consider the 

green root in Figure 5.1. To determine which roots it li~s nearby, a computationally intensive 

algorithm could be used to calculate its exact separation from every other root in the simulation. 

However, if each voxel (cube) represents a list of roots passing through the space the cube 

encloses, roots nearby the green root can be located by scanning the lists associated with the 

grey and yellow voxels (the voxels thrOligh which the green rool passes). As the red root also 

passes through the yellow voxel, it would be considered 10 be nearby the green root. The red 

root's exact separation from the green root can be calculated more precisely. 
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Figure 5.1: Root intersection detection by voxellattice. 
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If the root system is completely enclosed in a rectangular prism with a "left front bottom" 

coordinate of if (the voxel lattice origin) and a width, depth and height of w, el, h, then a Hi 

voxel wide by D voxel deep by II voxel high lallice would be constructed such that the X, Y, Z 

element of the lattice would be a list of all the roots contained in or passing through the space 

with a "left front bottom" coordinate of 

and a width, depth and height of 

w el h 
W'D'lF 

In Figure 5.2, a 5 x 5 x 4 (W x D x II) voxellattice is shown, with the element 4,3,3 (X, Y, Z) 

shaded. 

v,z 

X,Y,z ------

w 

Figure 5.2: A voxellallice. 

Given a pointP, the voxellattice element containing this point can be found. 

x = Pa; - Va; 
w/lV 

y = Py - Vy 

diD 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 
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(5.6) 

Given a line segment SE representing a infected section of a root from a decaying root system, 

to check for intersection or close approach between the infected root section and the roots of a 

developing seedling, it is necessary to determine which voxels the line segment passes through 

(see Figure 5.1). 

First the points defining the beginning and end of the line are checked using Equation 5.4,5.5,5.6, 

then transitions across x, y and z divisions of the lattice are found. For example in the case of x 

transitions Px is calculated as follows: 

wlwre 

d 

ceil(a) 

Px = Sx + d x ceil((Sx - x)/d) 

the point on the end of the line segment with the lowest x value Sx 

the other end of the line segment 
w 

the size of each x division ( W) 

the lowest iuteger greater than (t 

The plane x = Px is the first division in the lattice encountered moving from /J to E. 

(5.7) 

While Px is less than Ex, the point of intersection of the line segment with the plane x = Px is 

calculated by: 

Sy + (Ey - Sy)(t - Hx)/(Ex - S'x) 

Hz + (Ez - Sz)(l - Sx)/(Ex - Sx) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Each root listed as occupying the voxcl containing j3 (Equation 5.4, 5.5, 5.6) is checked for 

intersection or close approach to the line segment S'E. Finally d is added to Px until Px is 

greater than Ex, then the process is repeated for the y and z divisions of the lattice. Passing 
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pointers to routines allows the line analysis code to be re-used for adding, removing or locating 

roots in the lattice. 

An internode in a voxel may be very close lo an inlernode in another voxel without passing 

through, or appearing on the list of, the latter voxel. So to locate all roots near an internode, 

the voxels adjacent to each voxel the internode intersects should also be checked. The number 

of adjacent voxels which are included is determined by the minimum voxel dimension (width, 

depth and height) and the maximum distance over which an internode can interact with nearby 

objects. For example, an internode passing through voxel X, Y, Z can be considered to be 

"close" to the roots listed in all voxels from 

lo 

where 

'r = maximum interaction distance 

After the voxellattice has been used to create a list of internodes in the vicinity of an infected or 

otherwise noteworthy internode, more computationally intensive routines are used to calculate 

precise separation distances (section 5.9). 

5.6 Analysis of the generated root system 

5.6.1 Profile wall analysis 

The simulation allows profile wall analysis (see seclion 6.1.2), wilh the definition of an arbitrary 

vertical plane. As elsewhere the root system is parsed recursively, and each line segment, or 

internode, is checked for intersection wilh lhe plane. 
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Given that a line segment BE is the internode under consideration, and the trench wall is the 

vertical plane whose top left corner is rf and whose bottom right corner is 11 then: 

tl 
(Ey - By) 

(5.1 0) 
(Ex - Bx) 

t2 
(By - Ty) 

(5.11) 
(Bx - Tx) 

If tl - t2 = 0 the internode runs parallel to the trench plane. 

To find P, the point of intersection of the internode with the plane the following equations are 

used: 

Px 
1~ - Hy + Hxlt - Txt2 

(5.12) 
11 - l2 

Py By + (Px - Hx)tl (5.13) 

Pz 
Hz + (Px - Bx)(Ez - Hz) 

(5.14) 
Ex - Bx 

If P is on both the I ine segment BE and the line segment T 13, when both these lines and the point 

have been projected into the plane z = 0 (Figure 5.3), an internode / trench-wall intersection 

has been found. If the imaginary grid has C columns and R rows, the column and row are given 

by Equations 5.15 and 5.16 respectively. 

z=o---- T 0 

I I I I I -------r-------I"-------I"-------I"-------I"-------

-------~--~~ L----l-----l------: ----i--~p: : 
r=3 : : : 'I : ............ -~- ..... -.. -~- .......... -~ ............ -r'~-" -~ ............ -

: : : : "'.: 
I I I I}," 

: : : : : ~'. E 

-----T-----r-----r-------r-------r------- B 

c=4 

Side view 

T 

S 

Top view (z=O projeclion) 

Figure 5.3: Internode intersection with trench wall. 

E 

B 
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c= (5.15) 

(5.16) 

Finally if l' and c are in the specified range of rows and columns, the element 0,1', c of a three 

dimensional array (where 0 is the order of the root) is incremented. 

5.6.2 Core sample analysis 

The core cylinder (see section 6.1.3) is assumed to be vertical, and is defined by a co-ordinate 

for the center of the top, a radius, and a length. The sampled volume may be sub-divided into a 

specified number of layers, segments, and concentric shells. Figure 5.4 shows a cylinder divided 

into eight segments, with three depth sections and two shells. 

I 

Figure 5.4: A soil core sample. 

To find the portion of each internode that lies within the cylinder, two points must be found from 
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a possible set of eight ( Figure 5.5). 

Given that an internode under consideration is the line segment SE, that the center-top of the 

cylinder is at C, and that the length and radius of the cylinder are land T, then the eight points 

are given by: 

PI S, the beginning of the line segment (internode) 

P2 E, the end of the line segment (internode) 

~ the intersection of S E with the plane z = Cz 

p - S + (Ex-Sx)(Cz-Sz ) 
3x - x (Ez-Sz) 

P -" + (Ey-Sy)(Cz-Sz ) 
3y - c y (Ez-Sz) 

P3z = Cz 

ft the intersection of S E with the plane z = Cz - l 

P. - S + (ErSx}{C.-I-Sz ) 
'Ix - x (Ez-S.) 

P. - S + (Ey-S,,}{Cz-i-S.) 
4y - y (E.-S.) 

P.1z = Cz -l 

P5 the first intersection of S]I) with the cylinder wall 

I ) _ -B+/UJ2 -,lilC) 
5~: - 211 

P5y = 8" + (P5x - Sx)l) 

P5z = Sz + -'----"-'''--r.=;=-';'''='--=..L 

where 

t - (E,,-S,d 
I - (Ex-Sx) 

A = t~ + 1 

B = -2(Cx + t I( -Sy + tISx + Cy)) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

C = C; + S; + 2( -SyllSx - CySy + Cyll Sx) ~ (ll Sx)2 + C; - 1'2 (5.29) 

P6 the second intersection of SE with the cylinder wall 

Po _ -B-/(B2_4AC) 
6x - 2A (5.30) 

P6y = Sy + (P6x - Sx)tl (5.31) 

(5.32) 



fir the intersection of S E with the first vertical plane defining the current segment 

(see profile wall calculation) 

j;8 the intersection of [; E with the second vertical plane defining the current segment 

(see profile wall calculation) 

For a point j3 to be one of the two from the set of eight it must fit the following criteria: 

1. P lies on the line segment § if 

2. J(Px - Cx )2 + (Py - CyF ::; r 

i.e. distance from P to the axis of the cylinder (a vertical line through C) 

3. ()o ::; () ::; ()l 

() is the azimuth of the line from C to P 
()o and ()l are the azimuths of the boundaries of the current segment (Figure 5.4) 
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The concentric shells are accounted for by difference between cylinders of different radii. In 

Figure 5.5 the two points selected would be [>7, an intersection with a segment wall, and P2 , one 

of the line segment's ends. 

I ./ 
I ./ 

----:P5 

Figure 5.5: Interseclion of line segment with cylinder, see text for labeled points. 



5.7 Representation of tree statistics 

5.7.1 Human readable form 

A file of the general form given below was chosen: 

TreeID,Order,Feature,Attribute: 
any number of lines of C code 
identified by indentation 
should assign the relevant value to 'x' 

For example, 

Pine,2,Root,Length: 
x = U(O.5,2); 

Pine,2,Branch,Number: 

x = 3; 
Pine,2,Branch,Position: 

x = U(O,l); 

Pine, TreeDefault, Fungi,Elongation: 

x = 0.005 * yearEffect * timeStep; 
if (st~>pnt.z > -0.1) x = 2 * x; 
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declares that the length of 2nd order roots of trees of type "Pine" will be uniformly distributed 

between 0.5 and 2 m. These roots will branch 3 times, and the positions of those branchys will be 

uniformly distributed along the roots length, U(O, I). Also\ the elongation rate of fungal lesions 

on roots of all orders will be 5 mm a day, adjusted for seasonal effects by the externally defined 

variable "yearEffect" and scaled up by the number of days in one iteration, "timeStep". Finally, 

if the fungus occurs in the top 10 cm of soil, the elongation rate will be doubled. 

5.7.2 Computer interpretation 

Initially the hierarchy of Tree / Order / Feature / Attribute was implemented as a series of 

nested swi tch () statements. This was difticult to maintain, and the large size of the resulting 
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code segment prevented compilation on some systems. The human readable form described 

above (section 5.7.1) was developed, and a small program written to translate this into a valid C 

structure. For example, 

Pine,2,Branch,Number: 
int min; 
GET (int, min) ; 
x = (min> 3) ? min 3; 

Pine, 2,Branch, position: 
x=U{O,l); 

would be translated to 

REAL PROCOOOO{StatusType *st, va_list vp) 
int min; 

} 

min = va_arg{vp,int) i 

x = (min> 3) ? min: 3; 
return x; 

REAL PROC0001{StatusType *st, va_list vp) 
x = U{O,l); 
return Xi 

void ini tNumb ( ) 

Numb [Pine] [2] [Branch] [Number]=PROCOOOO; 

Numb[Pine] [2] [Branch] [Position]=PROC0001; 

where Numb is a 4 dimensional array of pointers to functions, Pine, Branch, Number and 

Posi tionare elements of enumerated types, and st is a pointerto pointerto the Sta tusType 

(section 3.3.1) rellecting the status of the root that the function is being called for. The GET 

macro and va_list/va_arg system is used to handle additional dimensions in the parameter 

matrix that affect only some attributes; for example, for the elongation attribute of the fungal 

feature of a given order of root on a given type of tree, the type of fungus must also be specified. 
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5.8 Ground topography 

The height of the ground surface at any coordinate (x, y) is defined by the function ground (x, y) . 

The first time the function is called, it attempts to open a file "ground. rs", which defines the 

ground height for the points of a grid of arbitrary origin, extent and resolution (Appendix A). A 

ground surface height of 0 is assumed for any point outside the area covered by the grid. Any 

point j5 falling within a square (or rectangle) of the grid is treated as lying on a triangular plane 

segment whose vertices are the three closest grid points. For example, in figure 5.6 P lies on 

the triangle Xilc. Only the triangles liic and iicl' are considered. 

To simplify the calculation the following re-mappings are made (z is the required value; ground 

height at P, Px , Py , Pz are the x, y and z coordinates of P): 

1J ----t (1,1, B z ) 

A----t { (],O,A~) , 1~'V 2: Py 

(0,1, Az) , Px < Py 

Note that these re-mappings do not assume lhe grid is square. If P lies on the plane lilc then a 

line from P to any of the points A, ii or C must be orthogonal to the normal of the plane Aiic. 
This orthogonality occurs when (taking A as an example) 

(( A - C) x ( fj - C)) . (P - ,4) = () 

expanding and re-arranging gives 
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~ ~ 

A r------------" B 

~ ~ 

C~----------------~A' 

Figure 5.6: A point's position on the ground topography grid. 
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Figure 5.7: A ray trace illustrating the simulation's representation of mounds of soil via. ground 
topography routines. 
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5.8.1 Digitising 

As described in section 4.1, root system maps, in plan and elevation, were used for the iterative 

fitting of many of the parameters required by the root architecture submodel. These were 

digitised using an extension of the simulation software. After initial experimentation with a 

video frame grabber, a A4 flat bed scanner was used to create single colour "bitmap" images 

from photocopy reductions of the originals. The simple and widely used PBM, or "Portable Bit 

Map" format was used, and the scans were made at 300 dpi (dots per inch). In some cases it was 

necessary to reduce the resolution to 150 dpi for ease of handling. 

The simulation software developed was extended to allow interactive editing of a root system 

using a mouse. The options available include addition of a child root to a selected parent root, 

removal of a selected root and its children, addition or repositioning of nodes on a root, and 

cutting of roots at a specified position. Increased precision in the positioning of nodes and new 

roots is achieved by the use of a cursor that can "slide" up and down an existing root. Zooming 

and panning are also available, as the root editing features are an extension of the root system 

viewing fcatmcs of thc simulation software. Editing is only two-dimensional, as the drawings 

are only two-dimensional, but a transition to three-dimensions would not be excessively difficult, 

given that the underlying viewing routines already support three dimensions. 

To begin entry of the root system drawings, the PBM image files were loaded and displayed, to 

allow the operator to indicate two points with known coordinates (Figure 5.8 (a)). All drawings 

were marked with vertical and horizontal scales. With this information the image was scaled 

appropriately, and used as a backdrop for the mouse controlled root editing process described 

above. Figure 5.8 illustrates a typical series of root entry steps. 
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(a) (d) 

(b) (e) 

region enlarged 

Figure 5.8: Entry of root system from digitised images. (a) Two points selected with known 
coordinates determine the automatic positioning of a Oth order "stub;', (b) a mouse is used to 
enter the shape of a 1st order root, (c) second order roots are added after selecting their parent 
root and origin, (d) nodes are added to improve fit to background image, (e) all roots entered. 

5.9 Line segment within a sphere 

To determine the the position of the line segment 8/~/, 8/~' being the part of the line segment se 
within a sphere of centre IJand radius T, the following relationships were used: 
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(if - P) . (if - P) = 7.2 

if = s+ bt 
if = a point on the line 

-b = e- s 
t = an unknown scalar 

At2 + Bt + C = 0 

A = b.b 

B = 2b· (8 - p) 

C = (8 - iJ) . (8 - fj) - 1'2 

The two solutions forl give the points of intersection of the line defined by 8 and e, if either 8 

and/or e are within 7' of i$ they are used instead of the points s + btl and s + bt2 . 

5.10 Shortest line connecting two line segments. 

In a three dimensional system, the shortest route between two line segments (internodes) lies 

along one of nine paths. The route will run from either end or some intermediate point on one 

line segment to either end or some intermediate point on the other lint( segment (Figure 5.9). 



Nearby, un infected 
internode 

, '- - " 
-~ ..... ",., , ..... " "" .,. , ", 
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",. ....... ,--
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----- ....... , - - - -'-~ 
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Infected internode 

Figure 5.9: Nine paths, one of which will contain the shortest route between two line segments. 

Given that the line segments Sl and /h run between the points PI to P2 (S1) and P3 to P4 (S2) 

(Figure 5.10). 

Figure 5.10: Shortest route between two line segments 
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1. Find the shortest distance between the lines (LI and L2) that the line segments are part of. 

The lines are considered to lie in parallel planes whose shared normal (n) is calculated, then 

the separation of the planes (r) is determined. a, "6, c and J are defined for convenience. 

LI = a + lb (5.33) 

a zii (5.34) 

b 112 - lJi (5.35) 

D2 = c+tl (5.36) 

i: = 7J;1 (5.37) 

l P4 - P3 (5.38) 

n b x J (5.39) 

n·a-n·c 
l' 

Ilnll 
(5.40) 

2. Project L2 onto the plane of LI to force intersection, yielding L~. So two scalars, t and k, 

exist 

(5.41 ) 

such that 

11/.iIll = '/' (5.42) 

Rearranging, 

(5.43) 

the sign of k should be selected to match the sign of r, after which l' can be set to Irl. 

Substituting L~ for if in the symmetric equation for LI 

(5.44) 

leads to 



CI + hit + knl - al 

bl 

which yields 

C2 + tli2 + kn2 - CL2 

b2 
C3 + td3 + kn3 - CL3 

b3 
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(5.45) 

(5.46) 

this results in t begin undefined for lines parallel to one of the three axis (i.e. when an 

element of b is zero), so one of the three possible sub solutions, ego 

(5.47) 

is chosen to avoid a zero denominator. 

The point on LI closest to L 2 , xi, is 

(5.48) 

and the point on L2 closest to "J, :1:2, is 

c+tl (5.49) 

3. The points xi and X2 lie on the lines Ll and L2 , but not necessarily on the line segments 

LSI and LS2 . to and il are calculated for the equations 

ii = zii + lob· (5.50) 

and 

(5.51) 

then if 0 ::; to ::; 1 and 0 ::; tl ::; 1 the points of closest approach for L 1 and L2 occur on 

LSI and LS2 and are used to define the shortest route between the line segments. 
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otherwise one of the 4 ends must be the closest point to the other line segment, and the 

distance from each end to the other line segment must be calculated and the shortest 

selected. For a point p (one of the 4 ends) the point (0) on the line segment iiiii nearest to 

jJis 

(fi - 1n)· (p - iii) 
1= ~ ~ 

n·n 
(5.52) 

(5.53) 

otherwise 

(5.54) 

otherwise 

(5.55) 

and then x1, the point on LSI nearest LS2 is selected accordingly, and likewise for x~, the 

point on LS2 nearest LSI. 

5.11 Azimuth from coordinates 

The azimuth (compass bearing) A from one node (;1.:1, yd to another (X2, Y2) is calculated using 

7r/2 x = 0, Y > 0 

-7r /2 x = 0, Y S; 0 

A(x, y) al'ctan(;) x>O (5.56) 

arctan(;;) + 7r X < O,y ~ 0 

al'ctan( ;;) - 7r X < 0, y < 0 

wlwl'e 
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Y Y2 - Yl 

5.12 Trapezoidal distributions 

Given the large number of statistical distributions required for the root-architecture submodel, 

and the lack of statistically significant data sets for many variables, a quick and effective method 

for sampling from weakly characterised distributions has obvious value. However the triangular 

distribution commonly used in such cases cannot represent bi-modal and other more complex 

distributions without modification. Instead, algorithms were written to sample a "trapezoidal" 

distribution. A series of trapezoids can be fitted to approximate any bounded distribution, in 

practice the numerical accuracy of most computer systems allows very wide, flat trapeziums to 

adequately approximate unbounded distributions as well. 

Figure 5.11 shows the use of a trapezoidal distribution to model the initial angle of first order 

lateral roots. This angle has a bimodal distribution, sharply bounded 0, the soil surface, and -7r, 

the angle of a vertical root. Most roots are approximately horizontal or approximately vertical, 

but roots with angles of declination in between do occur. Therefore, simple triangular distri

butions are not suitable to model this component of root system morphology. The trapezoidal 

distributions are defined by a series of pairs of numbers representing the "height" and position 

of the sides of the trapeziums, adjacent trapeziums share a side. A n trapezium distribution can 

be represented with either a 2 x (n + J) array or a procedure accepting an undefined number 

of parameters, using the s tdargs . h facility of the C pj'ogramming language. The uniform 

distribution is sampled twice, once to determine which trapezium the sample is in, and again to 

determine where the sample lies within the trapezium. 
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0.40 0.25 0.35· 

-Pi 0.35 o Angle -Pi 

Figure 5.11: A trapezoidal distribution. 



Chapter 6 

Validation 

As this simulation aims to evaluate and develop a methodology as much as it aims to answer 

specific questions about the Pinus radiata pathosystem, validation has been limited. The highly 

variable system under study and the lack of extensive replicated field data exclude rigorous 

statistical analysis. However, one sub-model, root architecture, raises particular validation 

issues, and received consideration. 

6.1 Root architecture 

The root system morphology of Pill us radiala is an example of a complex entity that cannot 

be adequately characterised by a small number of simple variables. Numerous descriptive 

indices of plant root form are available, but their application is generally subjective. While 

this subjectivity does not prevent their use for within trial comparison, it does preclude them 

from model validation roles. The radial distribution index developed here relies on both field 

and model data being available in computer readable form to achieve repeatable, objective 

comparison. 

6.1.1 Radial distribution of lateral roots 

The uneven radial distribution of lateral roots (horizontal roots radiating outwards from the base 

of the trunk) is a recognised feature of Pinus radiata root architecture. Menzie's lateral root score 

is a typical example of the subjective indices used to measure such variables [3]. An objective 
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index of lateral root evenness has been developed [8]. The index divides the root system into N 

segments (typically 64), then forms a summation of the deviation of the amount of root material 

in each segment from that expected for a perfectly even distribution (1/ Nth). The index is 

weighted for different levels of scale, for example an unexpectedly high concentration of root 

material occurring in one 16th of the root system contributes less to the total score than a similar 

(proportionally) deviation occurring in one 4th of the system. When ranking the same sets of 

root maps on (un)evenness, agreement between visual interpretation and the index is excellent. 

An objective evenness index can be defined for N segments, numbered O ... N - 1, as follows: 

where 

(log2 N)-I I 

Index= L L 
C=O 1'=0 

'r+2 C
-] 

L O(i mod N) 
--=.i=---,-T _-:-____ 1 

d 
xw 

Oi N x the proportioll of root mass or length 

occ:nrring in segment i 

N - 1 for a. com plete circle 

N - 2c for a semicircle or other brokell rillg of segments 

d 2c for a cOJllplet.ely even distribution, other functions could 

be used is some uneven but regular distribution was expected 

amod b 

2c to weight large scale IInCVCnlless as being more important 

than sma.ll scale unevenness, this can be adjusted as appropriate 

the remainder of a after integer division by b 

(6.1) 

Figure 6.1 (a) illustrates how the index avoids the depehdence on the initial rotation of the 

reference frame (Figure 6.1 (b» that adds an element of subjectivity to similar indexes. 



(a) Index is slim of deviation in segments 
A,B,C, ... H 
plus deviation in all quarters 
AB, BC, CD, '" HA 
plus deviation in all halves 
ABCD, BCDE, ... HABC 

(b) The same tree scores 11010/0 
or 0.510.5/0/0, depending on 
segment orientation 

Figure 6.1: Overlapping and alignment of segments in "evenness" index. 

Example application of the index. 

Given the eight root system pictured, the index is calculated as follows: 

Segment OJ 
0 2 
I 0 
2 
3 0 
4 0 
5 5 

3 6 0 
-_____ 4 ./ 7 0 ------

r+2 C -l 

A = L 0 (i mod N) 
t=r 
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r 1 

0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 

segments 
c=o 
d=l 
w=l 
A B 
2 1.0 
0 1.0 
1 0.0 
0 1.0 
0 1.0 
5 4.0 
0 1.0 
0 1.0 

10.0 
10.0 

i 
0,1 
1,2 
2,3 
3,4 
4,5 
5,6 
6,7 
7,0 

Total evenness index 36. 

quarters 
c = 1 
d=2 
w=2 

A 
2 
1 
1 
0 
5 
5 
0 
2 

B 
0.0 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.0 
0.0 
6.0 

12.0 

halves 
c=2 
d=4 
w=4 
i A 

0,1,2,3 3 
1,2,3,4 1 
2,3,4,5 6 
3,4,5,6 5 
4,5,6,7 5 
5,6,7,0 7 
6,7,0,1 2 
7,0,1,2 3 

B 
0.25 
0.75 
0.50 
0.25 
0.25 
0.75 
0.50 
0.25 
3.50 

14.00 
total 
weighted 
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For comparison, Figure 6.2 illustrates some other possible arrangements and their scores. For 
eight equal roots in eight segments, the maximum score (occllITing when all eight roots are in 
one segment) is 70. The fai1i.lre to distinguish between the two cases which score 36 in Figure 6.2 
is a side effect of using only 8 segments, the index intended for computerised application to 
precise root maps or image data, where a larger number of segments would be used. 

o 28 

8 36 

36 56 

Figure 6.2: Examples of (un)evenness index scores. 
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6.1.2 Profile walls 

A very common form of root system study in the field involves the excavation of a trench, with 

one smooth vertical wall through the root system. The positions of the intersections of roots 

with this wall are recorded, usually on an intersections per grid-square basis. In some cases 

diameters may also be recorded. Root order and direction of travel cannot be directly measured. 

Given the abundance of such studies in the literature, it is useful for the simulation software to 

be able to perform the same type of analysis on the modelled root architecture. The observed 

and simulated grids of intersection counts can then be compared to assess the model's validity, 

or how successfully the model has been calibrated to a given plant-species / soil combination. 

As the 3-dimensional position of each internode is recorded, determining the position of the 

intersection of each root with an arbitrarily defined vertical plane is relatively simple. Figure 6.3 

shows the calculated intersections for a simulated root system. 
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Figure 6.3: Trench intercept, plan and elevation. 
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6.1.3 Core sampling 

Another common root-system field measurement is the taking of core samples, by forcing a 

sharp edged cylinder down through the soil. This form of analysis may also be performed on 

the simulated root system. To allow comparison with some existing analysis, the cylinder is 

further subdivided. It is common practice to divide the extracted core sample into sections 

from different depths, and sometimes useful to measure root characteristics in segments, and in 

concentric "shells" of soil. 

As the simulated analysis incurs none of the large resource overhead that applies to its field 

counterpart, the analysis routines required to measure roots in a 10 em core can be used with an 

arbitrarily large radius, to allow, for example, layer by layer characterisation of an entire root 

system. Figure 6.4 shows the calculated intersections for a simulated root system. 
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Figure 6.4: Core sample. 



Chapter 7 

Results 

The simulation model developed is quite detailed, and therefore able to be applied to a very wide 

range of phenomena. Three phenomena of particular importance to the Pinus radiata / armillaria 

pathosystem, disease centre expansion, thinning and biological control application, have been 

chosen to test the model's implementation. Disease centre expansion has a major effect on the 

diseases impact on established plantations. Thinning, which kills root systems and so makes 

large substrate pools suddenly available to armillaria, may have a positive or negative effect on 

disease impact, as killed root systems may act as either isolating gaps or substrate rich sources 

of infection. The results can be considered as a successful phase validation of the simulation. 

They confirm that root system architecture and plant and fungal interactions are modelled with 

sufficient accuracy to produce the same patterns of behaviour that are observed in the field. 

7.1 Disease centre expansion 

7.1.1 Observed behaviour 

The map of armillaria distribution presented here (Figure 7.1), generously made available by 

Zeglen f66], illustrate the way in which armillaria is distributed in the field (in this case a North 

American stand). This map was one of several showing a similar disease distribution. Radial 

expansion of armillaria from disease centres created by the previous crop is well documented, 

although interpretation of exactly how the expansion occurs varies [42, 48, 61]. 
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A B C 0 E F G H I J K L M N P 
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'" + + • . . '. . . .'. . 
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• 

+ + + • + ..... 
+ + + 

. · + + 

Figure 7.1: Annillaria distribution in a lodgepole pine stand; steady state in a North American 
forest. field observation. Dotted lines represent infection. 
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7.1.2 Model response 

A simulated four by four tree stand with inter- and intra-row spacing of 2 m was generated. 

All root systems were advanced to the "Growing" physiological stage. Armillaria lesions were 

placed on a root system in a corner of the stand, and the root system was advanced to the 

"Recently Dead" stage (see section 3.5 and Appendix B). All other root systems were free of 

fungal infection. The initial condition is shown in Figure 7.2 (a). The model was allowed to 

run for the simulated time of 3500 days, with a 15 day time step. Every 60 days the disease's 

advance was plotted, and the root system was tested for possible cross infection sites. The time 

shown on all figures is measured in days. 
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Figure 7.2: (a) Spread of armi lIaria in a simulated stand. At 60 days - the initial condition, note 
sections of infected root on tree at bottom left. 
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Figure 7.2: (b) Spread of armillaria in a simulated stand. Al 600 days - armillaria begins to 
expand in the dead root system. The synchronisalion of fine rool death seen here is a side-effect 
of running the simulation with matured trees, as opposed to trees simulated from the seedling 
stage. 
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Figure 7.2:. (c) Spread of armillaria in 11 simulated stana. At 1200 days - the root collar is 
probably an important infection locus, once the infection reaches the collar, spread to the rest of 
the root system is almost inevitable. 
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Figure 7.2: (d) Spread of armillaria in a simulated stand.' At 3420 days - armillaria spreading 
outwards in a radial fashion. 
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7.2 Thinning 

7.2.1 Observed behaviour 

For the situation illustrated in Figure 7.3, where thinning creates a dead root system between 

infected and uninfected trees, the impact of thinning is variable. Thinning may cause infection 

of tree C, by providing a path of lessened resistance, assuming recently killed roots are more 

susceptible to armillaria than actively growing roots. Thinning may prevent infection of tree C 

by terminating root extension and eliminating contact between either trees A and B or B and 

C. Thinning may have no effect on disease spread, if, regardless of thinning, no contact occurs 

between A and B or Band C, or if A comes into direct contact with C. 

"', "-
A B c 

Figure 7.3: Thinning adjacent to a diseased root system. 

7.2.2 Model response 

A simulated row of three trees at 2 m spacing was generated. To represent a dead root system 

from the previous crop, the first tree was advanced to the "Recently Dead" physiological stage, 

and included several armillaria lesions. The middle and last trees were allowed to grow from the 

seedling state, without initial fungal contamination. The simulation was run twice, first without 

any intervention, and then with the "thinning" of the middle tree at 1095 days (3 years). Thinning 
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was modelled by advancing the root system to the "Recently dead" physiological stage. 

The results are show in Figure 7.4, (a)-(d). The following extract from the simulation log file for 

the unthinned run shows that cross infection almost occurred at 1320 days (fungal score 0.99, 

root score 1.00), but was delayed until the next cross-infection check, when the increased size 

of the armillaria lesion allowed it to overcome the growing root's resistance. 

Log file codes are as follows: 

FTOO : successful inter-root infection 
FTO-: unsuccessful inter-root infection 
(inter) inter-tree event 
(intra) 
FTOP: 
FTOC: 
A: 
TS: 

intra-tree event 
child to parent fungal spread 
parent to child fungal spread 
armillaria level on source root 
trichoderma level on source root 

TD: trichoderma level on destination root 
FM: fungal (armillaria) multiplier (section 3.9.1) 
F : fungal score 
R : root score 

phase name indicates the ordcr of the root 

1320.0: Cross Infect 

The number after the physiological 

1320.0: FTO- : Decayed 1 to Growing 1 (inter), 
A:19.89 TS:O.OO TD:O.OO FM:0.10 F:0.99 R:1.00 

1320.0: Save Image 0.000000,0.000000,0.000000 
0.000000,0.000000,0.000000 1.000000 

1380.0: Cross Infect 
1380.0: FTOO : Decayed 1 to Growing 1 (inter), 

A:22.29 TS:O.OO TD:O.OO FM:0.10 F:1.11 R:1.00 



(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

~ 
1'\~ 
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Figure 7.4: Thinning prevents cross infection. (a) At 120 days - the simulation's initial condition. 
(b) At 1200 days - it appears that cross infection may take place, but in fact the infected root is 
situated too deeply for contact to occur. (c) At 1500 days - cross infection does occur on day 
1380, and is clearly visible by day 1500. 
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(d) 

(e) 

(t) 

Figure 7.4: Thinning prevents cross infection. (d) At 2040 days - armillaria spreads through 
the central seedling. (e) At 3000 days - armillaria spreads from one seedling to the next. (t) 
At 3000 days - with thinning, neither seedling is infected, even if the central seedling had been 
infected, the infection would not have reached the next seedling. 
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As described above, thinning may also cause cross infection. The following log file extract 

illustrates how a root which resists cross infection while alive (fungal score F: 0 . 81 < root 

score R: 1. 00, fungal multiplier FM: 0 . 10) is infected after thinning at 1825 days (5 years) 

(F : 24 . 35 > R: 1. 00, FM: 3 . 00) 

1800.0: FTO- : Decayed 1 to Growing 1 (inter), 
A:16.23 TS:O.OO TD:O.OO FM:0.10 F:0.81 R:1.00 

1800.0: FTO- : Decayed 1 to Growing 1 (inter), 
A:16.23 TS:O.OO TD:O.OO FM:0.10 F:0.81 R:1.00 

1800.0: Save Image 0.000000,0.000000,0.000000 
0.000000,0.000000,0.000000 1.000000 

1825.0: Mature Tree 1 1 5 0 
1860.0: Cross Infect 
1860.0: FTOO : Decayed 1 to Recently Dead 1 (inter), 

A:16.23 TS:O.OO TD:O.OO FM:3.00 F:24.35 R:1.00 



t t 8 

(b) 

Figure 7.5: Thinning causes cross infect ion. (a) At 120 days - the initial position. (b) At t 140 
days - armillaria spread through the dead root system. 
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(c) 

(d) 

Figure 7.5: Thinning causes cross infection. (c) At 1920 days - cross infection of the central 
seedling occurs. The seedling has been made more accessible to armillaria by thinning. (d) At 
2760 days - armillaria is well established in the central seedling. 
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(e) 

(f) 

Figure 7.5: Thinning causes cross infection. (e) At 3300 days - cross infection of the second 
seedling occllrs. (I) At 3960 days -the second seedling is extensively infected. 
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(g) 

(h) 

Figure 7.5: Thinning causes cross infection. (g) At 2160 days - the more resistant, non-thinned 
root system resists cross infection. (h) At 3960 days - both seedlings survive uninfected. 
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7.3 Biological control application 

7.3.1 Observed behaviour 

Cutler and Hill [17] (see section sTrichArm) reported significant suppression of armillaria in

duced mortality in young Pinus radiata stands by Trichoderma hamatum and T. virde preparations 

applied in the nursery. Most bio-control programmes, in fact most pest control programmes in 

general, can benefit from optimisation in terms of timing, and in many cases positioning, of 

the application of the bio-control organism. Optimising there parameters gives the greatest pro

tection for the least cost, and may make the difference between a successful and an ineffective 

control. This section tests the simulation's ability to model the effects of Trichoderma spp. as 

an antagonist of armillaria. 

7.3.2 Model response 

A simulated row of three trees at 2 m spacing was generated, as described in section 7.2. 

The simulation was run twice, first without any intervention, and then with the application of 

"trichoderma" to the soil surrounding the seedling. 

The following log file extracts show an immediately successful cross infection event without 

trichoderma, and repeatedly unsuccessful cross infection challenges with trichoderma. 

1740.0: FTOO : Decayed 1 to Growing 1 (inter) , 
A:68.12 TS:O.OO TD:O.OO FM:0.10 F:3.41 R:1.00 

1740.0: FTO- : Decayed 1 to Growing 1 (inter) , 
A:68.12 'rS:O.OO TD:13.06 FM:O.10 F:3.41 R:13.06 

1740.0: Save Image 0.000000,0.000000,0.000000 
0.000000,0.000000,0.000000 1.000000 

1800.0: Cross Infect 
1800.0: FTO- : Decayed 1 to Growing 1 (inter) , 

A:68.12 TS:O.OO TD: 13.58 FM:0.10 F:3.41 R:13.58 
1800.0: Save Image 0.000000,0.000000,0.000000 

0.000000,0.000000,0.000000 1.000000 
1860.0: Cross Infect 
1860.0: FTO- : Decayed 1 to Growing 1 (inter) , 

A:68.12 TS:O.OO TD:14.09 FM:0.10 F:3.41 R:14.09 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 7.6: Simulated Trichoderma spp. biocontrol prevents cross infection. (a) Initial (pre-run) 
state of simulation, with root systems displayed in their fully grown state, i.e. the "temporal 
envelope" for the simulation. Roots growing through soil containing trichoderma are shown in 
grey. (b) At 60 days - initial position of the root systems. 
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(c) 

(d) 

Figure 7.6: Simulated Trichoderma ~1)P. biocontrol prevents cross infection. (c) At 840 days
the central seedling starts to grow into the soil volume containing trichoderma. (d) At 1860 days 
- seedling and infected root systems overlap, long roots from the infected root system suggest 
more extensive trichoderma application would afford greater protection. 
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(e) 

(f) 

Figure 7.6: Simulated Trichoderma spp. biocontrol prevents cross infection. (e) At 2940 days 
- the infected root system has decayed completely wilhout causing infection of either seedling. 
(f) Al 1860 days - re-running the simulation without trichoderma leads 10 cross infection. 
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(g) 

(h) 

Figure 7.6: Simulated Trichoderma spp. bioconlrol prevents cross infection. (g) At 2160 days 
- even in the absence of trichoderma, the rool systems make contact at only one point. This 
limited contact emphasizes the impact of the positioning of roots. (h) At 2940 days - without 
the trichoderma barrier armillaria spreads through the central seedling. 



Chapter 8 

Discussion 

8.1 Model response to trial situations 

While the results presented in the previous chapter are a confirmation of the potential of the 

technique developed here to model a plant root microbial ecosystem, they are not the major result 

of this work. The main contribution is the development of the technique described in chapter 3 

and the implementation of that technique to a stage where its functionality can be assessed. 

8.1.1 Disease centre expansion 

The pattern of armillaria distribution seen in Figure 7.1 is perhaps more typical of the steady state 

situation thought to exist in native forests in New Zealand, or in North American forests. The 

disease centre expansion simulation (section 7.1.2 and Figure 7.2) is intended to model spread 

from what is essentially a point source. This is probably closer to the situation that exists in 

recently established Pinus radiata plantations in New Zealand [30]. Nonetheless, the essential 

similarity between the NOIth American root maps and the simulation output suggests that the 

simulations representation of the pathosystem is a realistic one. 

The rate of spread is probably excessive, as is the total infection the disease achieves (compare 

with Figure 7.1). The former is a result of the crude parameterisation for variables such as 

fungal growth rates. The latter could addressed by more det~iled representation of the interaction 

between root physiology and fungal colonisation (section 9.2). Given these deficiencies, the 

general pattern seen in the output is certainly that which was intended. As the model specification 
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itself contains no element dealing with the concept of radial disease centre expansion, this result 

verifies the functionality of the model's intended mode of action, namely the representation of 

large scale phenomena by the modelling of small scale mechanisms. 

8.1.2 Thinning 

As discussed in section 7.2.1, the thinning may have a positive, negative or neutral effect on the 

spread of disease between any two trees. The results from the thinning simulation runs indicate 

that the simulation is capable of producing all of these possible outcomes. A useful application 

of the simulation would be in the optimisation of, for example, the time of thinning for a range 

of spacings and armillaria densities. This could be achieved simply by recording the effect 

of thinning for multiple runs of the program with various spacing, timing, and randomisation 

values. Without thorough parameterisation such results would of course be meaningless. 

8.1.3 Biological control application 

Here again the result of simulation runs with and without biological control agent application 

serve more as a verification of the model's ability to represent a phenomena rather than as an 

output suitable for validation purposes. The system's ability to represent the spatial aspects 

of biological control are confirmed. Accurate modelling of the outcome of pathogen / control 

agent encounters will be more easily achieved with the development a more realistic fungal 

physiology submodel as discllssed in section 9.2, although in the case of trichoderma and 

armillaria the relatively simple case of complete suppression may be all that is required [17]. 

8.2 Application to the Pinus radiata / armillaria pathosystem. 

The biological control of armillaria in kiwifl'llit orchards with 1i'icliodermaliamatllm and 1: viride 

has been a spectacular slIccess 1171. Simi lady promising results have been seen in trials oftricho

derma in Pinlls radiafa plantations, although the different spatial and temporal scales involved 

mean that conclusions as to the treatment's effectiveness are as yet incomplete (section 1.3.2). 

The simulation technique developed here may yet find lIsel'ul application to the analysis of the 

Pin liS radiata / armillaria pathosystem. However, it has taken three years to develop and test 
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the model, without thorough parameterisation. With a larger development group, algorithm and 

software development and testing could probably have been completed within one to one and 

a half years. Parameterisation could have been conducted in parallel to produce a simulation 

ready for application to field problems within a total of one and a half to two and a half years, 

approximately. 

Such a delay, particularly in the current climate of short term funding, would generally be a 

serious impediment to the usdul application of a simulation to a research project. The usefulness 

of models and simulations in complimenting field research programmes is widely acknowledged; 

they highlight areas where knowledge is lacking, provide estimates of the relative influence of 

different factors within the system, and form a cohesive framework for characterisation, analysis 

and visualisation of results. For a model or simulation to be useful in this way, it must be 

able to be quickly and easily adapted to the evolving problem to which it is being applied. A 

generic approach to plant root architecture and microbial ecology description would clearly be a 

considerable advantage in achieving such flexibility. This development is discussed in the next 

chapter. 

8.3 Paranleterisation and Validation 

Parameterisation of a model with such a large number of variables, many of which are difficult 

to measure, is a m~or exercise. The variables required are of course well defined, although 

before any major field work was undertaken, the current "ballpark" figures should be used for 

sensitivity analysis to determine where the most intensive effort is required. 

It is probable that much of the required information has already been collected as part of other 

research. For example, the armillaria distribution maps (Figure 7.1, [66]), contain information 

about branching angles (azimuths), branching frequencies and positions that could be extracted. 

Considerable effort should be invested in sourcing similar studies (some of which have already 

been located in various personal communications). The resources required for even small scale 

excavation are considerable, so the time required to convert output from other studies to a suitable 

form will almost certainly be justified. 
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8.4 Visualisation 

The importance of interactive, three-dimensional visualisation software became apparent early 

in the simulation's development. A rapid and effective technique for verifying the simulation's 

behaviour has an enormous impact on the speed and efficiency of model development. Non

graphical alternatives exist, but are generally extremely cumbersome. For example, routines to 

report total root lengths within a defined rectangular space could be applied to the generated 

root system, but determining the expected values for each verification step would be very time 

consuming. And such routines would themselves require thorough verification. 

With colour and simple animation, three-dimensional line drawings (Figure 8.1) give a concise 

view of root system shape, root growth, fungal distribution, fungal growth and fungal interaction. 

Visualisation routines are also an important part of the completed simulation, both for the 

preparation of input, and in the interpretation of output. The generated root system can be 

viewed from any angle, although views from directions other than normal plan and elevation 

are often difficult to interpret (Figure 8.1). Ray tracing has been used to produce more realistic 

visualisations (Figures 3.9 and 5.7). 

\ 

Figure 8.1: A computer generated root architecture, plan and elevation. 
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8.5 General notes 

8.5.1 Lists vs. Recursion 

When processing a branching structure like a root system, there are two possible methods for 

dealing with the higher order branches encountered while processing of the "current" branch is 

incomplete. In the recursive case, processing of the current branch is postponed, and the higher 

order branch is processed. The processing of the higher order branch may in turn be postponed 

by ll; yet higher order branch (Figure 8.2 (a)). Strictly, recursive processes use a list, essentially 

a LIFO (Last In First Out) list whose entries are references to "the root that was being processed 

before the processing of the current root began". However, this list is created transparently by 

the programming language, and specific list handling code need not be written. Probably for 

this reason, recursive algorithms are often favoured by programmers. 

The alternative is to build a list of unprocessed higher order roots as they are encountered, and 

. then to process them only after the current root has been completely processed. The list may 

be either a LIFO or FIFO (First In First Out) type (Figure 8.2 (b) and (c)). The distinction 

between the list based or the recursive approach, in terms of root system simulation, is in the 

state of "other" roots relative to the "current" root. In the recursive case, other roots may be 

either completely defined, partly defined, or as yet undefined. Whereas in the list based case, 

other roots may only be completely defined or as yet undefined. 

-----~ ---------

.~ 6 

5 ~4 ~Z 
___ 6 

--------8 . 
7 

6 3 

7 5 

---------8 4 4 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8.2: Internode processing order for (a) recursive, (b) LIFO list and (c) FIFO list algorithms. 
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The possibility of the existence of partly defined roots can become a problem when some form 

of relationship between roots is of interest. In the list based case the complete set of inter-root 

relationships can be examined as the roots are processed, as each root added can safely "relate" 

with all previous roots (none of which will be only partly defined). In the recursive case partly 

processed roots may prevent inter-root relationships being fully characterised without a second 

round of processing. The system developed here currently uses the recursive approach, and 

it seems unlikely that the minor increase in program run-time that may arise from occasional 

requirement of two or more processing sequences justifies the introduction of the added layer of 

complexity involved in the list based case. It is worth noting that an object oriented implemen

tation (section 9.3.1) may well allow the two techniques to be used interchangeably, or at least 

allow the list based approach to be lIsed transparently. 

8.6 Summary 

Initial research and implementation seems to indicate that a mechanistic, spatial simulation of 

the type developed will be a useful and adaptable tool for assessing plant-root pathosystem 

management options. The three dimensional structural envelope and node based description of 

root system architecture and growth developed here appears to be both viable and practical. The 

long timescales and largely inaccessible systems involved make computer simulation a valuable 

tool not only for predicting the effects of proposed schemes, but for targeting research areas 

of particular importance, so that research resources may be used as effectively as possible. A 

generic, probably object oriented, implementation of the simulation technique is considered to 

be the most appropriate means to such an end. 



Chapter 9 

Future Directions 

9.1 A generic tree description 

Some simulations of plant architecture have been extremely abstracted, so that the plant features 

only as a list of sub-units f4], In its current form, the root system architecture description scheme 

developed here (sections 3.4.1 and 5.4) is reasonably flexible. However, altering anything other 

than simple numeric parameters requires basic to moderate (depending on the complexity of the 

alteration) knowledge of the C programming language. 

An early goal in the continued development of the system would be the specification of a generic 

root architecture description syntax that allowed easy modification by users with only a limited 

background in computing, but still permitted the representation of complex root system features. 

An entry format that allows the root system to be described in natural terms would probably be 

most successful, although some mathematical abstractions are unavoidable. The simulation's 

current reliance on the use of a fully fledged programming language to describe some of the 

more intricate elements of root system structure is perhaps an indication of the scope of the 

problem. However, the real world view encouraged by object-oriented programming may result 

in a root architecture model more amenable 10 user friendly input specification. 

The level of flexibility envisaged is quite high, for instance it should be possible to develop 

a scripting language that supports the creation of arbitrary ecosystem parameters. Take the 

hypothetical example of a low phosphorus soil in which plant disease resistance is improved by 

increased phosphorus levels, which can be conferred by a mycorrhizal fungus. Even without 
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any provision for this situation in the simulation code proper, a fully fledged generic simulation 

framework could allow the definition of an abstract "resource" or "substance" variable. The value 

could then be modified by mycorrhizal biomass, which would be modelled by the simulation, 

allowing the value to be included in the rule that was defined to determine the outcome of plant 

/ pathogen interactions. For purely illustrative purposes, the following speculative configuration 

script fragment outlines the above procedure. 

substance plant.phos = 1. 

Define a new variable, called "plant.phos". 

plant.phos = plant.phos + biomass(myc) / 0.25 

Modify with mycorrhizal biomass. 

plant.resist = plant.resist + 0.15 * plant.phos 

Use the variable plant . phos to modify another variable,plant. resist, which 
is compared with another variable, say phytophthora. virulence, to deter
mine if a plant / pathogen encounter (predicted by the root architecture aspect of the 
simulation) results in infection. 

Strictly speaking the plant .phos variable could be eliminated from the example above, as 

it's a simple function of biomass (myc). However, given the above framework, the addition 

of an "irregular event" list would be trivial. If this list contained an event that incremented 

plant. phos to simulate the application of phosphorus feltiliser, plant. phos would no 

longer be a purely derived function. A fertiliser addition or other perturbation from the steady 

state would also require the addition of a decay term. 

9.2 Improved physiologicHI slIhl1lodcls 

Currently the impact of root physiology on root system morphology is modelled implicitly by 

the assumption that the root morphologies used to parameterise the simulation incorporated 

all relevant physiological effects. The same assumption is applied to the physical effects of 

different soil horizons. It is possible that the re-development of the root architecture specification 

submodel will result in a system more flexible at the individual root level. The aim would be 

to be able to model root development characteristics influenced by unexpected events occurring 

during the simulation. For example mildly diseased roots may be "stunted", while healthy roots 
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of trees which have lost a significant proportion of their root system to disease may exhibit 

increased branching frequency. Such enl'lancements would require more detail in the "status 

record" discussed in section 3.3.1, and more intelligence in the algorithms that manipulate that 

record. These changes are not seen as replacing the current purely structural approach, but as 

complimenting it. 

Another area in which physiological aspects could perhaps be addressed more thoroughly is 

the resolution of plant-fungi and fungi-fungi interactions. The present "infection score" based 

approach (section 3.9.1) is certainly workable, and in the Pinus radiata / armillaria test case 

a more complex system may not be justified by the available information. However, in a 

more generic system a simple rule based approach may be more appropriate. The root status 

description syntax that would be required would hopefully be sufficiently similar to that used for 

root system architecture specification to allow both to be developed in parallel. While there is no 

specific reason that these features cannot be added in a non-object oriented implementation, the 

shift in emphasis towards the "problem domain" (physical system) afforded by object-oriented 

environments would probably be a significant advantage. 

9.3 Software development 

9.3.1 Programming language 

Experience gained in the production of this simulation, and in work on related projects, suggests 

that the advantages conferred by the object oriented features of the c++ programming 1anguage 

would justify the time required to re-code the simulation in C++. As the overall framework 

01' the simulalioll appears 10 be sound alld II10si 01' Ihe reqllired malhematical algorithms have 

already been developed, the re-coding could probably be completed in four to five months. The 

simulation represents the root system as a linked list of nodes, all of which share positioning, 

intersection, and elongation behaviour. In addition, different types of nodes have specific 

behaviours; for example, rhizomorph initiation nodes communicate between the root system a 

rhizomorph structure, while trichoderma nodes modify the local susceptibility of the root system 

to infection by armillaria. 

The object oriented paradigm supported by C++ greatly simplifies the manipulation of lists of 
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similar but non-identical objects. Polymorphism, the ability of objects to behave in a way 

appropriate to their specific class when issued instructions defined in the general classes from 

which they descend, conveniently isolates the code and resources required for variant behaviours, 

and so makes the task of extending the simulation simpler and less time consuming. 

A specific example is the recursive parser routine, parseRoot ( ). The parser would be 

more easily maintained in an object-oriented environment; currently it has to traverse the root 

system structure in a large variety of subtly different ways, as it is used by almost all the root 

system analysis procedures in the simulation (section 3.3.4). This variation is achieved by an 

unwieldy number of flags amI conditional clauses. Using C++, a parser class capable of basic 

root list navigation could be used as a parent class for a family of parsers with behaviour more 

precisely tailored to the analysis procedure they serve. In fact the programming related issues 

of list management could probably be isolated from the more central issues of root system 

simulation by "iterator" classes, common C++ constructs that simplify manipulation of complex 

data structures. 

9.3.2 User interface 

The addition of a Graphics User Interface (GU!) to the simulation would be reasonably straight 

forward, as the inputs required to access and control the simulation are already clearly defined. 

However, the time required to replace the existing "command line" based interface would be 

more readily justilied in the context or a commercial devc!opment of the software, as it would 

add very little to the power of the simulation as an experimental tool. It is also worth noting 

that object oriented languages are commonly accepted as being ideal for manipulating modern 

GUI's, so the addition of a GUI would follow more readily after the simulation was re-coded 

in C++. A strong argument can be made for retaining the command line interface when the 

ease of re-compiling the simulation on different platforms is considered, although this does not 

preclude the implementation of a GUIon a platform by platform basis. C++ class libraries that 

allow pOltable GUI's to be written are available, but these are generally commercial products 

that could only be considered if the simulation was being developed for commercial purposes. 
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9.4 Possible applications 

9.4.1 Other disease systems 

The transmission of many soil borne plant diseases is characterised by the necessity for chance 

contact between roots and infectious material (as opposed to the almost inevitable contact be

tween foliage and spores in above ground pathosystems). So a system that directly addresses 

root positioning, root contact, and the spatial distribution of microbial populations is clearly a 

sound basis for modelling a range of root disease pathosystems. Additionally, the emphasis 

placed on spatial aspects allows different soil water regimes and soil types at different depths, 

different initial inocula distributions (produced by different cultivation techniques), and alterna

tive biocontrol application strategies to be considered. Gilligan [25] has reviewed spatial aspects 

of root disease systems. 

It is generally accepted that there is a continuum from plant root diseases through harmless 

rhizosphere fungi to beneficial mycorrhizal symbionts. No major restructuring of the model 

would be required to investigate plant / mycorrhiza relationships or competition between fungal 

species with only indirect impacts on plant growth. 

9.4.2 Root competition 

The model structure also offers a particularly direct view of both inter- and intra-species root 

competition. The agro-forcstry case, in which the evenly distributed root systems of grasses 

compete with the localised but more extensive root systems of trees, can easily be represented. 

The simulation naturally incorporates the shape of the tr~e root system, which will usually 

consist of a shallow horizontal component (occupying the same space as the grasses) and a 

deeper, vertical component (giving the tree greater access to ground water). Competition could 

be accurately quantified by assigning a radius of effect to each root type for each species, and 

dividing the soil volume into unutilised, uncontested and contested categories. Similarly, with 

the inclusion of spatial distribution information for nutrients and other resources would allow 

the efficiency with which a root system exploits a given soil volume to be indexed. 
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9.4.3 Root sampling strategies 

Core sampling to measure root system characteristics is a notoriously indirect technique. Hughes 

and Gandar [32, 22] have considered the problem, particularly the deceptively large number of 

"zero" samples that can occur if root distribution is non-uniform. The method developed here 

allows the simulation of any number of different sampling strategies and the comparison of the 

results of each strategy with accurate whole root system statistics, all without significant time or 

resource requirement. 

Similar information may have applications in situations where excavation, tillage or other modi

fications to the soil are required between sowing and harvest. For example, optimum placement 

of slow release fertilizers, or minimum safe distance for additional planting without damag

ing existing roots could be derived given sufilcicnt confidence in the root system architecture 

characterisation. 

9.4.4 Visualisation 

As discussed in section 8.4, the development of the simulation described here requires sophisti

cated computer visualisation techniques, if time consuming indirect verification is to be avoided. 

Having developed these techniques, the software becomes a useful tool for producing images 

of systems that are seldom seen in their entirety. During development of the system, workers 

with extensive backgrounds in soil borne diseases, and plant root structural and nutrient uptake 

roles, often commented that root system form was not something they had considered in detail. 

The opportunity to view and manipulate root structures may be helpful in many situations where 

concepts of root system dynamics are being developed. It follows that the system could also be 

applied in educational contexts, allowing students to aller system parameters and observe the 

effects on root structure and microbial population distribtition. 
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AppendixA 

File formats 

A.I Configuration file conf ig . rs 

This file can be read and edited by anyone familiar with the use of a text editor. Each entry is 

comprised of one or more lines of text describing the value represented by the entry, followed 

by a unique id-tag and the value referred to on a separate line. For example, the entry: 

Length for Oth order root 
P2SYORoLe: 0.100000 

would indicate that the length of the Oth order root is n.1 m. This can be changed by editing 

the numeric value after the id-tag P2 SYORoLe :, but the tag, and it's position at the beginning 

of the line, can not be altered. The whole entry may be deleted, in which case the simulation 

software will request a new value ror the parameter next time it is run. The entry for this new 

value will be appended to the end of the configuration file .. 

Some of the distributions that use the configuration file may place several entries in it, for 

example: 

Enter number of entries for rectangular freq. dist'n 
for 1st order init. angle (branch angle from order 0) 
P2SYOB_An_n: 6 

Lower bound of frequency interval 0 
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P25YOB_An_xOO: -1.570796 

Weighting of frequency interval 0 
P25YOB_An_wOO: 30.000000 

Lower bound of frequency interval 1 

P25YOB_An_x01: -1.413720 

Weighting of frequency interval 1 

P25YOB_An_w01: 16.000000 

[etc. ] 
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These entries should either be deleted together, or edited in position, as deleting only one causes 

the entries to become separated in the configuration file and may cause the simulation to request 

values whose description is ambiguous when out of context. 

A.2 Filter files 

Filter files store the maximum and minimum values for the root node filters described in 3.3.2. 

Two numbers (minimum and maximum) are read from the beginning of each line, the remainder 

of the line is ignored, and may be used for commenting on the meaning of the numbers. 

The order of the entries is as follows: 
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Default Default Element of Meaning 
minimum maximum StatusType structure 
value value 

a 6 n root order 
a 50 phase root's physiological growth phase 
a 100 pLen position of root's origin on parent root 
a 100 tLen root's final length when mature 

-10000 10000 pnt.x x position of node 
-10000 10000 pnt.y y position of node 
-10000 10000 pnt.z z position of node 

-100 100 an angle of internode 
-100 100 az azimuth of internode 

a 100 tot root's total of nodes of this type 
0 100 cur nodes of this type so far encountered 

-100 100 fLevel f Armillaria 1 level of fungal infection at this node 
-100 100 lLevel [Rhizopogonl 
-100 100 fLevel [Trichoderma] 
-100 100 cLeve I [Armi Haria] amount of fungal material in this lesion 
-100 100 cLevel fRhizopogon 1 
-100 100 cLevel [Trichoderma I 
-100 100 tLevel[Armillaria] amount of fungal material in this lesion and 
-100 100 tLevel[Rhizopogonl proceeding lesions 
-100 100 tLevel [Trichodermal 

-10000 10000 tMod[Annillaria] environmental modification factor for each fun-
-10000 10000 fMod[Rhizopogon] gus on this root 
-10000 10000 fMod[Trichodenna] 

The simulation expects two of these filter files to be available when it is run. def_f i 1 t . rs 

is the default filter, which should generally consist of extreme minimum and maximum values 

which are unlikely to filter out any node. rhz_fil t. rs identifies internodes infected with a 

level of the fungus armillaria sufficient to produce rhizomorphs. 

A.3 Ground height file ground. rs 

xdiv ydiv The number of divisions of the grid along the x 

and y axis 

xorg yorg The ~C, y origin of the grid 

xs z ys z The x, y extent of the grid 

zval zval zval ... xdivxydivz-values, starting atthe top left hand 

corner of the grid (xorg I yorg+ysz) 

The program function ground (x I y) reports the z-value for an x,y pair. The function loads 

the file ground. rs the lirst time it is called. 
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A.4 Display colour file rgb. rs 

On the Amiga ™ platform this file lists RGB triplets with values in the range 0-15, to define 

the colours used in interactive graphics displays. On the IBM-ATTM platform the behaviour is 

the same, unless a ega-mono graphics adaptor is detected, in which case rgb. rs behaves as 

a lookup table to control the order in which default colours are used. For example, given that 

the first five entries were 0,1,2,1,4, colour 1 would be displayed when the colour specified was 

I or 3. 



AppendixB 

Program notes and instructions 

A 3.5 inch disk is supplied with this thesis, containing source code, configuration files, some 

demonstration images, and a runnable version of the program for IBMTM PC compatible comput

ers. The disk is formatted as 1.44 Mbyte MSDOS™ media, which can be read by Macintosh ™ 

and Unix platforms with appropriate hardware / software. 

B.1 Compiling the program 

It is the intention of the author to re-implement the program in a more generic form, in the 

C++ programming language. If you want to lise this software for anything other than a cursory 

evaluation, please contact the author for details of software's current state. Either email.to: 

browntl@lincoln.ac.nz 

or 

tb@tbnode.equinox.gen.nz 

or standard mail to: 

Terry Brown 
c/o Centre for Computing and Biometrics 
Lincoln University 
New Zealand 
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Only the MSDOS version, compiled under BorJand™ C++, has a graphical display, the Unix 

version will however save PostScript files which can be viewed on-screen while the simulation 

is running in many Unix environments. The code has also been compiled, with a graphical 

display, on the Amiga ™ platform with both GCC and Manx Aztec ™ C compilers. Note that 

the file rs_nurnb . c is not valid C code, but input for the program nurnbmake (also included), 

which converts it to rs_auto. c, if the supplied makefile is used. The program should compile 

readily with GCC 2.5.8 or higher, requirements of other compilers may vary. In particular the 

function dumplnput ( ), in rs_io. c, may need altering, this function flushes stdin without 

pausing until return had been pressed. Compiling the graphical version with Borland C++ 4.0 is 

complicated by a minor bug in the Borland IDE (Integrated Development Environment). 

B.2 Running the program 

If the program is compiled under Unix, the executable should be placed in a directory with the 

files found in the run subdirectory of the disk. Most of the following instructions should !lPply, 

apart from those involving graphical displays. 

Note that every time the program is run it saves a logfile name rs-log. xxx where xxx is a 

number chosen to avoid overwriting any previous logfiles, as these files accumulate they may 

need to be periodically deleted. 

The program accepts the following command line parameters: 

Parameter Effect Default Bytes per item 

-Rx Allow up to x roots 5000 68 

-Nx Allow up to x nodes 30000 44 

-Sx Allow up to x stems (trees) 10 44 

-Lx Allow up to x root list entries 5000 8 

One root list entry is required per root passing through a voxel lattice element, an additional 

500 entries should be allowed for general lise by the program. The default values need only be 

changed if the program halts reporting one of these resources has been exhausted. 

For MSDOS only - copy the files alld the directory in the rlln subdirectory onto a harddisk, and 



enter "go", for example: 

mkdir c:\root-sim 
c: 
cd \root-sim 
xcopy /s a:run 
go <return> 

t53 

This calls a batch flle that runs the program with command line parameters which limit the total 

number of roots and nodes to values the MSDOS memory allocation system can handle. A 

mouse driver should be loaded before the program is run, MOUSE. SYS is known to work. 

B.2.1 Entering commands 

The menu system is self-explanatory. After specific parameters have been entered, most com

mands prompt for an event time. Just pressing return causes the command to take effect 

immediately, entering a time (a real number, in days) adds the command to the simulation script. 

Multiple events scheduled for the same time will be performed in the order they were entered. 

Events may be scheduled for a time that has already passed, all such events will be performed 

as soon as simulation script processing is restarted. 

Building a root system Choose option 1 from the main menu, and option 1 from the root 

submenu. Enter a tree number, probably O. Enter a location, this is an x,y,z location in metres, 

0,0,0 is suitable for most applications. Select a tree type, type 2 is the Pin liS radiata parameter 

set used for most of this project. A "C-tree" is a coffee mug tree, which was created to test the 

versatility of the root morphology description system. Answer "n" to the prompt for making a 

grid of trees. 

Viewing a root system Select option 9 from the root submenu. The view initially presented is 

a plan view of the root system. There is a three-dimensional cursor box (Figure B.t) associated 

with most graphics displays. The cursor's appearance is consistent with it being made out of 

wire. The presence or absence of this cursor indicates whether or not the display is in "cursor 

mode", various keys have different functions in and out of this mode. The keyboard controls are 
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listed in tables B.l and B.2. Note that "space" is used both to exit cursor mode and to re-enter 

it, typically after rotating/panning/zooming the cursor in cursor mode space is pressed twice to 

cause the image to be re-displayed from the new point of view. The root editing features were 

implemented as minimalistically as possible, and their use is quite complicated and idiosyncratic, 

so it is not practical to provide a simple demonstration of their use. 

Left side 
elevation 

D 
Plan 

Front elevation Right side 
elevation 

Figure B.l: Shape of three-dimensional cursor 

B.2.2 Simulating cross infection - an example 

To simulate infection from a dead root system to a group of four seedlings, as illustrated in 

Figure B.2, the following script (supplied in the file crossdrno. rs) could be used. 



Key Effect 
e Align cursor to front elevation view 
1 Zoom in 
2 Zoom out 
s rotate anti-clockwise around y axis 
d rotate clockwise around y axis 
q rotate anti-clockwise around z axis 
w rotate clockwise around z axis 
a rotate clockwise around x axis 
z rotate anti-clockwise around x axis 
i move up, +z 
m move down, -z 
j move left, -x 
k move right, +x 
1 move out, -y 
o move in, +y 
Space exit cursor mode 

p save image as postscript file 
H save image as hpgl file 
C display current image size 
3 similar to above 
5 display axis 
g display grid 
X pick point with mouse and print coordinates 
T load PBM format backdrop image 
S toggle PBM display mode 
I, J, K, M fine alignment of PBM image as per lower case keys 

increase perspective effect (not useful) 

decrcase perspeci i ve crrecl 
? zero perspective efTect 

< 
> 

decrease pan slep size 
increase pan slep size 
decrease rotation step size 
increase rotation step size 

Table B.t: Keyboard controls in cursor mode 
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Key 

o 
Space 
Z 

F 

c 

K 

M 

B 

X 

/ 
T 

Space 

Effect 
(zero) exit display mode 
re-draw image and re-enter cursor mode 
reset zoom to include whole/all root system(s) 
load a filter file (section 3.3.2) and display only 
roots matching that filter 
load a filter file (section 3.3.2) and display roots 
matching that filter in another colour 
delete a root 
move a node 
add a node 
trim a root 
add a root 
load and display ground topography 
redraw image 

Table B.2: Keyboard controls in non-cursor mode 

Figure B.2: Demo simulation layout 
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At 0 days: 
• create a grid of type 2 trees 2 by 2 with 1.5 m spacing from 

0,0,0 (trees 0 to 3) 
• Create a type 2 tree at 0,-1.5,0 (tree 4) 
• Remove fungi from trees 0 to 3 
• Age tree 4 to the Recently Dead stage and adjust its roots to 

their mature lengths 
• Build a 10 by 10 by 10 voxel lattice to index the root system 
• Set the timestep to 10 days 

At 30 days and then every 30 days for 20 repetitions: 
• Check for cross-infection between root systems 

At 60 days and then every 60 days for to repetitions: 
• Sample the root systems of trees 0-3 with a 10 m deep by 100 m 

radius core sample. 
• Save an image of the root system without panning, rotating or 

zooming 

D.3 Viewing the demonstration images 

These images are taken from a longer, animated demonstration available from the author either 

in . FLI computer animation format with MSDOS player software, or on video. FLI format 

animation players are available for most operating systems, for example xanim for XWindows 

systems. To view the images using MSDOS, enter the following commands (assuming the 

supplied disk is in the ''A:'' drive). 

a: 
cd \demo 
msview 

The directory demo contains a list orGIF'I'M images, ordered by their file names, so any image 

viewing program should be able to display them. For example, to use the popular xv viewer 

under XWindows, if the disk is mounted as "I a": 

cd laldemo 
xv * .gif 

Press space to have xv step from one image to the next. 



Appendix C 

Parameter files for Pinus radiata. 

C.l rs...nurnb. c 

The file rs_numb. c is used to generate Pinus radiata and rhizomorph "root systems", as 

described in section 5.7.1. This pseudo Ccode is translated to valid C by the programnumbmake, 

and included in the module rs_dists. c. Calls to readParamO read values from the file 

conf ig . rs, included at the end of this appendix. 

#define YEAR_EFFECT 1 /* (1+sin(yrTime*2.*pi)) */ 
#define HORIZ_PRlMARY (st->an > -pi/S.) 
#define FOREVER 1000000. 
#define GET(TYPE,VAR) VAR = va_arg(vp,TYPE) 
#define INIT static int init = OJ if (!init) (init 1j 

#define ENDINIT ) 
/* #define CYL_BOLE */ 

static double dpth25j 
static double rad25j 

/* config variables used by several */ 
/* functions for the 25 year old pine */ 

Pine25,TreeDefault,Bend,Number: 
x = O.Oj 

Pine25,TreeDefault,Bend,Angle: 
x = st->anj /* i.e. no change */ 

Pine25,TreeDefault,Bend,Azimuth: 
x = st->azj 

Pine25,TreeDefault,Bend,Position: 
x = O.Oj 

Pine25,TreeDefault,Branch,Number: 
x = O.Oj 

Pine25, TreeDefault, Branch,Angle: 
x = st->anj 

Pine25, TreeDefault, Branch, Azimuth: 
x = st->azj 
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Pine25,TreeDefault,Branch,Position: 
x = 0.0; 

Pine25,TreeDefault, Fungi ,Number: 
x = 0.0; 

Pine25,TreeDefault,Fungi,Length: 
x = 0.0; 

Pine25 ,TreeDefault , Fungi ,Azimuth: 
x = st->az; 

Pine25,TreeDefault, Fungi,Angle: 
x = st->an; 

Pine25,TreeDefault, Fungi,Elongation: 
x = 0.; 

Pine25,InitVect,B_Vect,Angle: 

/* x = -pi/2; */ 
x = 0.; 

Pine25, InitVect,B_Vect,Azimuth: 
x = 0.0; 

Pine25,O,Root,Length: 

#ifdef CYL_BOLE 
INIT 

readParam( 
"Depth for root bole cylinder", 
" P2 5 YORoBoDp" , 
"%If",&dpth25 

) i 

readParam( 

) ; 

ENDINIT 

"Radius for root bole cylinder", 
" P2 5 YORoBoRa " , 
"%If",&rad25 

x = rad25 + 12. * (dpth25 + 2 * rad25 * sin(pi/12))i 
itelse 
x = 0.1; 
itendif 

Pine25,O,Root,Elongation: 
Uifdef CYL_BOLE 
x = rad25 + 12. * (dpth25 + 2 ~. rad25 * sin (pi/l2) ) i 
Uelse 
x = 0.1; 
#endif 

Pine25,O,Root,Lifespan: 
x = FOREVER; 
/* as this 'root' is largely ignored, its growth phase is also 
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unimportant */ 

Pine25,O,Bend,Number: 
Ufdef CYL_BOLE 
x = 24. i 

#else 
x = 0; 
#endif 

Pine25,O,Bend,Position: 

#ifdef CYL_BOLE 
if (st->cur == 1) 

x = rad25i 
else { 

/* the radius of the trunk/bole */ 

if (st->cur & 1) 
x = dpth25; 

else { 
x = 0.; 

x += rad25; 
x += dpth25 * ((st->cur - 2) / 2); 
x += (2 * rad25 * sin(pi/12)) * ((st->cur) / 2); 

x /= rad25 + 12. * (dpth25 + 2 * rad25 * sin(pi/12)); 
#endif 

Pine25,O,Bend,Angle: 

#ifdef CYL_BOLE 
if (st->cur > 1) 

if ( ((st->cur - 1) / 2) & 1) 
x 

else 
st->an + pi/2.; 

x st->an 
else { 

x = 0.; 

#endif 
Pine25,O,Bend,Azimuth: 

hfdef CYL_BOLE 
if (st->cur == 1) 

pi/2.i 

x pi/2. + pi/12.; 
else 

x st->az + pi/12.; 
#endif 

Pine25, 0, Fungi, Elongation: 
static double eln; 
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int fType; 
INIT 

readParam( 
"Fungal elongation rate on root order 0", 
"PY250FuEl" , 

) ; 

ENDINIT 

''%If'',&eln 

GET (int, fType) ; 

swi tch ( fType ) { 
case Armillaria: 

/* extended argument - fungi type */ 

x = timeStep * eln; 
break; 

default: 
x = 0.; 
break; 

/* the fungal status of this root itself is not currently 
relevant, but this controls the spread from the base of 
one 1st order root to another */ 

Pine25,O,Branch,Number: 
static double min; 
static double max; 
INIT 

readParam( 
"Minimum number of first order roots (for U(min,max)) ", 
"P25YOBrNu_min" , 
''%If'',&min 

) ; 

readParam( 

) ; 

ENDINIT 

"Maximum number of first order roots (for U(min,max))", 
"P25YOBrNu_max" , 
''%If'',&max 

x = UD(min,max); 
/* the number of first order laterals */ 

Pine25,0,Branch,Position: 
x = U(O.,1.); 
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/* first order roots' origins are O-O.lm below the surface, this 
should be increased, with later roots starting lower */ 

Pine25,0,B_Vect,Angle: 
static int n; 
static double *dat; 
INIT 

readParam( 
"Enter number of entries for rectangular freq. dist'n\n" 
"for first order initial angle" 
"(branch angle from order 0)", 
"P2 5YOB_An_n" , 



"%d",&n 
) ; 

dat = (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*n*2); 
if (1) 

int i; 
char buf[2) [SO); 
for (i=O; i<n; i++) 

sprintf( 
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buf[O],"Lower bound of frequency interval %d\O",i 

ENDINIT 

) ; 

sprintf (buf [1), "P25YOB_An_x%02d\0", i) ; 
readParam(buf[O],buf[l], ''%If'',dat+2*i); 

sprintf( 
buf[O], "Weighting of frequency interval %d\O", 

i) ; 

sprintf(buf[l], "P25YOB_An_w%02d\0",i); 
readParam(buf[O],buf[1],"%lf",dat+2*i+1) ; 

x dArrDist(n,dat); 
/* x = dDist( 

-pi/2.,S., 
-pi/2.*.9,16., 
-pi/2.*.S,S., 
-pi/2.*.2,16., 
-pi/2.*.l,30., 
0.,0. , 
-1. ,-1. 

); * / 
/* a rectangular distribution fitted by observation, separates 

1st order roots into vertical and horizontal groups */ 
Pine25,O,B_Vect,Azimuth: 

x = U(-pi,pi) ; 

Pine25,l,Root,Lifespan: 
switch (st->phase) ( 
case Waiting: 

x = pDist( 0., i., 
yrLength / 12, 1./143., 
yrLength * S, 0., 
-1., -1. ) ; 

/* SO% of first order roots start to grow in the first 
month, the rest start over the next S years */ 

break; 
case Growing: 

x = S. * yrLength; 
/* S years to mature */ 
break; 

case Mature: 



x = U(2.,6.) * yrLength; 
/* 2 to 6 years mature */ 
break; 

case Senescent: 
x = 1 * yrLength; 
break; 

case Dead: 
x = 3. * yrLength; 
break; 

case Decayed: 
x = 3. * yrLength; 
break; 

default: /* Future and Ghost phases come here */ 
printf("Call to lifespan for unknown phase or " 

"illogical phase %d\n", 
st->phase); 

break; 

Pine25,1,Root,Length: 
x = HORIZ_PRIMARY ? U(l., 3.5): 

U(0.5,3.) * (2.+st->tree->u)/3. ; 
/* first order length dependent on vertical or horizontal habit, 

observed from Watson 8yr */ 
Pine25,1,Root,Elongation: 

switch (st->phase) { 
case Waiting: 

x = 0.; 
break; 

case Growing: 
x = timeStep*YEAR_EFFECT * 2.5 / 8 / yrLength; 

break; 
case Mature: 

x = timeStep*YEAR_EFFECT * 2.5 / 8 / yrLength / 2.; 
break; 

case Senescent: 
x = 0.; 
break; 

case Dead: 
x = 0.; 
break; 

case Decayed: 
x = -1 * timeStep*YEAR_EFFEC'r ~. 2.5 / B / yrLength; 

break; 
default: /* Future and Ghost phases come here */ 

printf("Call to elongation for unknown phase or " 
"illogical phase %d\n", 
st->phase); 

break; 

Pine25,1,Branch,Number: 
x = (sqrt(SQR(st->pnt.x)+SQR(st->pnt.y)) < 0.75) ? Poisson(4.) 

HORIZ_PRIMARY? Poisson(l.) : Poisson(2.); 
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/* first order branching determined by horizontal/vertical habit, 
observed from Watson 8 yr Also, branching more intense 
in verticals below the stem */ 

Pine25,l,Branch,Position: 
x = HORIZ_PRIMARY ? U(O.O, 0.75) 

U(0.75, 1.0); 
/* first order branching determined by horizontal/vertical habit, 

observed from Watson 8 yr */ 

Pine25,l,B_Vect,Angle: 
x = HORIZ PRIMARY? st->an + U(-pi / 2, 0.) 

st->an + u(-pi / 2, 0.); 
/* Watson 16yr */ 

Pine25,l,B_Vect,Azimuth: 
x = HORIZ_PRIMARY ? st->az + u(-pi / 4.0, pi / 4.0) 

U (-pi, pi); 
/* horizontals branch +/- 45 degrees, UNFOUNDED, verticais branch 

to any compass direction, no evidence otherwise */ 

Pine25,l,Bend,Number: 
x = UD ( 2 . , 3 . ) ; 
if (st->an < -pi/8 && st->an > -pi*3/8) 

x += 2; 
/* make these (45 degree-ish) roots more flexible, to allow 

more chance to level out (see Pine25,l,Bend,Angle below) */ 
Pine25,l,Bend,Position: 

x = U(0.2, 0.9); 
/* UNFOUNDED */ 

Pine25,l,Bend,Angle: 
do ( 

x = st->an + U(-pi / 12., pi /12.); 
while (x > 0.0); 

/* random, but can't veer upwards */ 
if (x > -2*pi/6. && x < -pi/6.) x += pi/12.; 
/* however, sloping roots (neither vert. or horiz.) have a 

tendency to level out to the horizontal */ 

Pine25,l,Bend,Azimuth: 
x = st->az + U(-pi /10.0, pi / 10.0); 
/* UNFOUNDED */ 

Pine25,l,Fungi,Number: 

int fType; 

GET (int, fType) ; 

swi tch ( fType ) ( 
case Armillaria: 

/* extended argument - fungi type */ 

x = Poisson(0.2); 
/* 20% chance a 1st order root has a A. lesion */ 
break; 

default: 



x = 0.; 
break; 

Pine25,1,Fungi,Position: 

int fType; 

GET (int, fType) ; 1* extended argument - fungi type *1 

swi tch ( fType) ( 
case Armillaria: 

x = U(0.6,1.); 
break; 

default: 
x = O. i 

break; 

Pine25,1,Fungi,Length: 

int fTypei 

GET (int, fType) ; 1* extended argument - fungi type *1 

swi tch ( fType ) ( 
case Armillaria: 

x = U(0.1,0.2); 
break; 

1* lesion 10-20 em long *1 

default: 

} 

x = 0.; 
break; 

Pine25,1,Fungi,Elongation: 
int fType; 

GET (int, fType) ; 1* extended argument - fungi type *1 

swi tch ( fType) { 
case Armillaria: 

x = 0.002 * timeStep; 1* faster than average root *1 
1* changed from 0.002 - TB *1 
break; 

default: 
x = 0.; 
break; 

Pine25,2,Root,Length: 
x = (st->pnt.z > -1.) ? U(0.5, 1.) U(O.l, 0.5); 
1* tend to be shorter below 1m, from Watson 8yr, 

but actual values UNFOUNDED *1 
Pine25,2,Root,Lifespan: 
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switch (st->phase) 
case waiting: 

x = 0.; 
case Growing: 

x = 0.8*yrLength; 
break; 

case Mature: 
x = 0.2*yrLength; 
break; 

case Senescent: 
x = O.l*yrLength; 
break; 

case Dead: 
x = O.l*yrLength; 
break; 

case Decayed: 
x = 0.2*yrLength; 
break; 

default: 1* Future and Ghost phases come here *1 
printf("Call to lifespan for unknown phase or " 

"illogical phase %d\n". 
st->phase); 

break; 

1* re-cycle after 1 year. UNFOUNDED *1 
Pine2S.2.Root.Elongation: 

x = st->fLen 1 (2.1 12.* yrLength) * timeStep * YEAR_EFFECT; 
if (st->phase==Waiting) x *= 0.; 
if (st->phase>=Dead) x *= -O.S; 
1* grow to final length in 2 months. UNFOUNDED *1 

Pine2S.2.Bend.Number: 
x = UD ( 1 .• 3.); 
1* looks reasonable. UNFOUNDED *1 

Pine2S.2.Bend.Position: 
x = U(O.OS. 0.9); 
1* looks reasonable. UNFOUNDED *1 

Pine2S.2.Bend.Angle: 
x = st->an + U(-pi 1 8.0. pi 1 8.0); 
1* looks reasonable. UNFOUNDED *1 

Pine2S.2.Bend.Azimuth: 
x = st->az + U(-pi 1 8.0. pi 1 8.0); 
1* looks reasonable. UNFOUNDED *1 

Pine2S. 2. Branch. Number: 
x = UD ( 1.. 4.); 
/* these roots are fairly small. really only avoids the bare 

appearance the system has in their absence */ 
Pine2S.2.Branch.Position: 

x = U(0.3. 0.9); 
Pine25.2.B_Vect.Angle: 

x = U(-pi 1 4.0. -pi / 3.0); 
Pine2S.2.B_Vect.Azimuth: 
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x = U ( -pi, pi); 

Pine25,2,Fungi,Elongation: 
int fType; 

GET (int, fType) ; /* extended argument - fungi type */ 

switch(fType) 
case Armillaria: 

x = 0.005 * timeStep; 
break; 

default: 
x = 0.; 
break; 

Pine25,3,Root,Length: 
x = U(O.Ol, 0.1); 

Pine25,3,Root,Lifespan: 
switch (st->phase) ( 
case Waiting: 

x = 0.; 
break; 

case Growing: 
x = 40.; 
break; 

case Mature: 
x = 20.; 
break; 

case Senescent: 
x = 5.; 
break; 

case Dead: 
x = 5.; 
break; 

case Decayed: 
x = 10.; 
break; 

/* 5 rom a day, 1 m ca. 6 mnth */ 

default: /* Future and Ghost phases come here */ 

printf("Call to lifespan for unknown phase or " 
"illogical phase %d\n", 
st->phase) ; 

break; 

Pine25,3,Root,Elongation: 
x = 0.05* YEAR_EFFEC'r; 

Pine25,3,Bend,Number: 
x = 0.; 

Pine25,3,Branch,Number: 
x = 0.; 
/* below this would be fine «5rom) roots */ 
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/* Stub used as a starting point for digitised trees */ 

Stub, TreeDefault, Fungi,Number: 
x = 0.0; 

Stub, TreeDefault, Fungi, Lifespan: 
x = 0.0; 

Stub, TreeDefault, Branch, Number: 
x = 0.0; 

Stub, TreeDefault, Bend, Number: 
x = 0.0; 

Stub, InitVect,B_Vect,Angle: 
x = .-pi/2.; 

Stub, InitVect, B_Vect, Azimuth: 
x = 0.0; 

Stub,O,Root,Length: 
x = 0.1; 

Stub, 0, Root, Lifespan: 
x = FOREVER; 

Rhizomorph,TreeDefault,Root,Lifespan: 
x = FOREVER; 
/ * UNFOUNDED * / 

Rhizomorph,O,Root,Lifespan: 
x = 150; 
/* UNFOUNDED */ 

Rhizomorph, TreeDefault, Root, Elongation: 
x = 0.010 * timeStep; 
/* 10mm a day, UNFOUNDED */ 

Rhizomorph,TreeDefault,Branch,Number: 
x = 0.; 

Rhizomorph, TreeDefault, Branch,Angle: 
x = st->an; 
/* doesn't change direction at branch points */ 

Rhizomorph,TreeDefault,Branch,Azimuth: 
x = st->az; 
/* doesn't change direction at branch points */ 

Rhizomorph,TreeDefault,Bend,Number: 
x = 0.; 

Rhizomorph,TreeDefault,Fungi,Number: 
x = 0.; 

Rhizomorph, 'rreeDefault, Fungi, Elongation: 
x = 0.; 

Rhizomorph,TreeDefault,Fungi,Angle: 
x = st->an; 

Rhizomorph,TreeDefault,Fungi,Azimuth: 
x = st->az; 

Rhizomorph,InitVect,B_Vect,Angle: 
x = U(-pi/B., pi/B.); 
/* starts roughly horizontal */ 

Rhizomorph,InitVect,B_Vect,Azimuth: 
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x = U(-pi, pi); 
/* starts in any direction */ 

Rhizomorph,O,Root,Length: 
x = U(2.,6.); 
/* an initial guess, to be looked up, UNFOUNDED */ 

Rhizomorph,O,Branch,Number: 
x = UD ( 0 . , 4 . ) ; 
/ * UNFOUNDED * / 

Rhizomorph, 0, Branch, position: 
x = U(0.1,0.9); 
/* UNFOUNDED */ 

Rhizomorph,O,B_Vect,Angle: 
x = U(-pi/8., pi/8.); 
/* continues roughly horizontal */ 

Rhizomorph,O,B_Vect,Azimuth: 
x = st->az+U(-pi/2., pi/2.); 
/* may turn up to 90 degrees from previous course, UNFOUNDED */ 

Rhizomorph,O,Fungi,Number: 
x = 1. i 

Rhizomorph,O,Fungi,Position: 
x = 0.; 

Rhizomorph,O,Fungi,Length: 
x = -1.; 

Rhizomorph,l,Root,Length: 
x = U(0.5,2.); 
/ * UNFOUNDED * / 

Rhizomorph, 1, Fungi, Length: 
x = -1.; 
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C.2 config. rs 

The file config. rs is used to store frequently altered numeric values. 

Length for Oth order root 
P25YORoLe: 0.100000 

Minimum number of first order roots (for U(min,max)) 
P25YOBrNu_min: 20.000000 

Maximum number of first order roots (for U(min,max)) 
P25YOBrNu_max: 40.000000 

Enter number of entries for rectangular freq. dist'n 
for first order initial angle (branch from order 0) 
P25YOB_An_n: 6 

Lower bound of frequency interval 0 
P25YOB_An_xOO: -1.570796 

Weighting of frequency interval 0 
P25YOB_An_wOO: 30.000000 

Lower bound of frequency interval 1 
P25YOB_An_xOl: -1.413720 

Weighting of frequency interval 1 
P25YOB_An_wOl: 16.000000 

Lower bound of frequency interval 2 
P25YOB_An_x02: -1.256640 

Lower bound of frequency interval 3 
P25YOB_An_x03: -0.314160 

Weighting of frequency interval 3 
P25YOB_An_w03: 16.000000 

Lower bound of frequency interval 4 
P25YOB_An_x04: -0.157080 

Weighting of frequency interval 4 
P25Y0I3_An __ w04: 30.000000 

Lower bound of frequency interval 5 
P25YOB_An_x05: 0.000000 

Weighting of frequency interval 5 
P25YOB_An_w05: 0.000000 

Weighting of frequency interval 2 
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P25YOB_An_w02: 8.000000 

Fungal elongation rate on root order 0 
PY250FuEl: 0.00020 

Depth for root bole cylinder 
P25YORoBoDp: 0.300000 

Radius for root bole cylinder 
P25YORoBoRa: 0.10000 
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AppenrlixD 

Root maps used for parameterisation 

These maps of 8 and 16 year old Pinl/s radiala root systems where generously made available by 

Alex Watson, of the Forest Research Institute, New Zealand 162). Root systems were exposed 

by sluicing on a sloping site, and rools were plotted in plan and elevation drawings as they were 

exposed. Eight year old trees 1-4 are plollcd with 0.5 III grid markings, the remaining maps are 

tagged with coordinates in metres. Note that the root editing module of the simulation software 

corrects for non-square images. 
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D.I Eight year old trees 
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Figure D.I: Tree 8A Plan. 
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Figure D.2: Tree 8A Elevation. 
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Figure D.3: Tree 8A Plan. 
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Figure D.4: Tree 8B Elevation. 
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Figure D.5: Tree 8C Plan. 
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Figure 0.6: Tree 8C Elevation. 
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Figure 0.7: Tree 80 Plan. 
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Figure D.8: Tree 8D Elevation. 
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Figure D.9: Tree 8E Plan. 
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Figure D.l 0: Tree 8E Elevation, 
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D.2 Sixteen year old trees 

Figure D. I I: Tree 16A Plan. 
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Figure D.12: Tree 16A Elevation. 
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Figure D.13: Tree 16B Plan. 
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Figure D.14: Tree 16B Elevation. 
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Figure 0.15: Tree 16C Plan. 
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Figure D.16: Tree 16C Elevation. 
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Figure 0.17: Tree 160 Plan. 
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Figure 0.19: Tree 16E Plan. 
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Figure 0.20: Tree 16E Elevation, 
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